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Abstract
The origins of British participation in the August 1941 invasion of neutral Iran are poorly
understood. Rarely examined on its own, the invasion is instead typically simplified in a
historiography dominated by other subjects or brushed over altogether, with the most
common explanation of its origins—a need to establish a supply corridor to better
provide the Soviet Union with war material—being incorrect.

Such oversights,

simplifications, and inaccuracies have served to mask the true origins of the invasion,
which can be traced back to a desire of the British to secure what can be termed “imperial
interests”: the lines of communication running through the Middle East from Egypt to
British India, and the massive oil refinery complex at Abadan in southern Iran.
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Introduction
Introduction
Great Britain had already been at war with Nazi Germany for almost two years when
Germany launched Operation Barbarossa, its invasion of the Soviet Union, on 22 June
1941. Sharing two decades of mutual suspicion and hostility between them, Britain and
the USSR suddenly found themselves, if not quite friends, then the enemy of each other’s
enemy. The situation was grim for both. The Red Army appeared to crumble under the
hammer blows of the German war machine, from the very start losing men and territory
at a rate not even the legendary Russian colossus could long afford. Britain, short of arms
and equipment of all kinds, had under Churchill’s stewardship never resigned itself to a
purely defensive war, but in mid-1941 there was a vast gap on the British side between the
desire to strike and the ability to do so.
When news of the German attack broke, Churchill—for many years one of the staunchest
opponents of Communism—immediately delivered an about-face. The very day of the
invasion in a broadcast to the world he declared Great Britain’s unstinting support of the
Soviet defenders, now striving to defend hearth and home against the German invader.
To be certain, he would not take back a single word he said about the Soviet Union or its
system of governance, “indistinguishable from the worst features” of the Nazi regime, but
that was irrelevant in the face of “the spectacle which is now unfolding”. To Churchill,
the danger to the Soviets was Britain’s danger as well, and so “any man or state who fights
on against Nazidom will have our aid.” 1 In private, he elaborated on his apparent change
of opinion in a more pithy fashion with a now-legendary quote: “If Hitler invaded Hell I
would make at least a favourable reference to the Devil in the House of Commons.” 2

1

Robert Rhodes James, ed., Winston S. Churchill: His Complete Speeches Volume VI, 1935-1942 (London:
Chelsea House Publishers, 1974) 6428-6431.
2
Winston S. Churchill, The Second World War Vol. III: The Grand Alliance (Kingsport: Houghton Mifflin,
1951) 370.
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And so Britain sought to aid the Soviets in their struggle. A Second Front was at this
stage out of the question: Britain had nowhere near the equipment or transport capability
required for such an endeavour, and while the vast majority of the German armed forces
were now tied up in a race for Moscow, what remained behind in France and the West
was still too strong for what the British could bring to bear. Operations on the periphery,
that time-honoured British strategy, would have, for the moment, to suffice. Another
classic aspect of British strategy, that of financier to its alliance partners, also remained an
option, though it manifested itself in a thoroughly modern fashion: instead of gold
sovereigns, the aid would come in the form of tanks, planes, raw materials, and the other
essentials of modern war.
But a vast, occupied continent lay between British supplies and the Soviets who needed
them. Some could be shipped via the Pacific port of Vladivostok, which worked well for
purchases made in America, but was useless for British-built goods. Vladivostok also lay
under the shadow of a restless Japanese empire, which, though it had not yet entered the
war was unlikely to do so on the side of Britain—whose possessions it coveted—or the
Soviet Union—a long-time foe.
Alternatively there was Murmansk, the northernmost Soviet ice-free port. It was the
shortest and most direct route available for goods from Britain. However, to reach there,
convoys would have to first navigate through icy Arctic waters, vulnerable all the way to
Axis aircraft, surface raiders, and U-boat packs.
This left Iran (commonly known by its older name, Persia). Offhand it was perhaps not
the first country that came to mind for such a purpose, due to its neutral status, out-ofthe-way location, and primitive conditions. It was however actually excellently placed to
serve both British forces—due to its location between Iraq and British India—and the
Soviets, bordering as it did the Soviet Caucasus.
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As Iran was an independent neutral, one less than friendly with both the Soviets and the
British thanks to a long history of domination by both powers, it was unwilling to serve as
the conduit for such a logistical effort. It thus had to be brought under Allied control.
There was a small colony of Germans living in the country at that time, most of who lived
in the capital, Tehran. Exaggerating their number, and then using the (non-existent)
threat of those Germans as a casus belli, the Allies invaded Iran on 25 August 1941.
Resistance was negligible and threats of a German coup or other fifth-column action
never materialized; the country was brought to heel in days.

Immediately Allied

engineers moved in to enhance the Iranian road and rail network, and eventually the
Persian Corridor, as it was to become known, would funnel some 7,900,000 long tons of
lend-lease material to the Allies by war’s end. 3 In the end it was an easy decision, for an
easy operation, wrapped up in a matter of days, hardly noticed at the time, and forgotten
about even before war was over. So goes the traditional story.
The need for supplies and the German “threat” as a mere excuse: this is the narrative
favoured by most histories of the region and of the war (should they bother to mention
the invasion at all). Examining the invasion’s origins across several different fields of
study, one comes across several different factors purported to be the “real” reason the
invasion of Iran came about: the need for the British to safeguard Iranian (and by
extension, Middle East) oil and/or communications, the desire to secure the Persian
Corridor to transfer supplies, and the fear (sometimes real, and sometimes a pretext) of a
German conventional attack or fifth-column strike or pro-German Iranian government
cutting off one or more of the above. Individual authors have created still other reasons
unique to their perspective. These factors have been mixed and matched, with different
degrees of emphasis and evidence backing them, to produce several different historical
scenarios and a thoroughly muddled historiography.

3

T.H. Vail Motter, United States Army in World War II: The Middle East Theater: The Persian Corridor and
Aid to Russia (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1969) 6.
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For example, Gabriel Gorodetsky wrote that “indeed, the expulsion of the Germans was
the least significant aspect to the British”. 4 For L.P. Elwell-Sutton, what actually sparked
the invasion was simple: “The ostensible reason for this Allied action”, he wrote, “was the
presence of German agents”, 5 but “…the only practicable route for western supplies to
Russia lay through Persia. Persia clearly had to be brought into the war, and the presence
of Germans in the country provided the necessary excuse.” 6 Hassan Arfa, who at the time
of the invasion was a senior general in the Iranian army, placed the desire to invade, so
that the USSR might be supplied, as early as the first week of July. He too portrayed the
fear of Germans as an excuse:
[The] intensity of German pressure and the magnitude of the Russian
losses, especially in heavy war material, rendered speedy help from the
Western Allies an imperative necessity…
Seeking to justify their coming intervention, the press and the radio of
both countries accused the Iranian Government sometimes of allowing the
Germans to organize bases for aggression against the USSR on Iranian
territory… 7
Other works on Iran, or those covering oil issues, tend to play up the supply angle,
coupling it with a need to protect the enormous (and British-controlled) Abadan refinery
and oil fields in southern Iran. Nasrollah Fatemi’s Oil Diplomacy claims just that, 8 while
Rouhollah K. Ramazani quotes Churchill’s wish to open up “the fullest communication”
with the Soviets 9 (“communications” in this context meant control of Iran’s road and rail
net, so that troops and supplies might move freely to the USSR). George Lenczowski
explained the origins of the attack as the desire to send supplies, coupled with the fear

4

Gabriel Gorodetsky, Stafford Cripps’ Mission to Moscow: 1940-42 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1984) 209.
5
L.P. Elwell-Sutton, Persian Oil: A Study in Power Politics (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1955) 104.
6
Elwell-Sutton, Persian Oil 105.
7
Hassan Arfa, Under Five Shahs (London: John Murray, 1964) 276.
8
Nasrollah Saifpour Fatemi, Oil Diplomacy: Powderkeg in Iran (New York: Whittier Books, 1954) 186-187.
9
Rouhollah K. Ramazani, Iran’s Foreign Policy 1941-1973: A Study of Foreign Policy in Modernizing Nations
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1975) 30.
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that the German fifth column might interfere with that task. 10 Amin Saikal places the
blame solely on supply, though he also notes the rewards gained, including the protection
of Abadan‘s oil. 11 William E. Griffith, writing on Iran’s foreign policy, blamed the fall of
the Shah of Iran in 1941 on the Shah's underestimation of “the Anglo-Soviet determination
to control the supply route through Iran to Russia, an objective for the attainment of
which the presence of German technicians in Iran served more as a pretext than a real
cause.” 12
The literature on wartime logistics generally emphasizes the importance of supply in
planning the invasion. Usually written by American historians, it also tends to focus on
the American part of the Second World War supply effort. George C. Herring’s Aid to
Russia dispenses with the issue quickly: “To safeguard a southern route to the USSR, the
British and Russians had jointly occupied Iran in August, 1941”. 13 Raymond H. Dawson’s
The Decision to Aid Russia claims the intent was to preempt the Germans, then driving
through the Soviet Union, since if they broke through the Caucasus and down into the
Middle East they would have endangered its “vital oil fields and the potentially important
supply corridor”. 14 Robert Jones, in The Roads to Russia, also gives the Allies’ reasons as
“[the desire] to establish a route to Russia and to secure their flanks”. 15 Hubert van Tuyll’s
Feeding the Bear explains the invasion as an attempt to demonstrate a British
determination to provide supply, coupled with the argument that this determination was
driven by the belief that a failure to act could mean the Soviets might leave the war. 16
10

George Lenczowski, Russia and the West in Iran, 1918-1948: A Study in Big-Power Rivalry (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1949) 167.
11
Amin Saikal, The Rise and Fall of the Shah (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980) 25.
12
William E. Griffith, “Iran’s Foreign Policy in the Pahlavi Era”, in Iran under the Pahlavis, ed. George
Lenczowski (Stanford: Hoover Institution Press, 1978) 371.
13
George C. Herring, Jr., Aid to Russia 1941-1946: Strategy, Diplomacy, the Origins of the Cold War (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1973) 43-44.
14
Raymond H. Dawson, The Decision to Aid Russia, 1941 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina
Press, 1959) 198.
15
Robert Huhn Jones, The Roads to Russia: United States Lend-Lease to the Soviet Union (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1969) 65.
16
Hubert P. van Tuyll, Feeding the Bear: American Aid to the Soviet Union, 1941-1945 (Westport:
Greenwood Press, 1989) 5.
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Joan Beaumont’s Comrades in Arms, a rare non-American look at the subject, states that
development of the supply route was not initially the primary motivation for invasion, but
its development soon “took over from eliminating German influence as their main motive
for invading the country.” 17 Perhaps surprisingly, the American official history of their
logistical effort in Iran, The Persian Corridor and Aid to Russia, does not credit supply at
all, instead claiming that it was the fear of German penetration into the Middle East that
drove the invasion; the presence of “some two thousand” Germans is noted as “a powerful
counterweight to Allied interests”, but otherwise passed over. 18
The British official histories in turn vary amongst themselves. The Middle East campaign
volume considered the 3,000 Germans in Iran, supplemented by other Germans who fled
there from Iraq after the British took control of that country in May 1941, a serious
danger: “the vital supply line from the Persian Gulf to the Caspian, by which it was hoped
to send material aid to the Russians, was in danger of being interrupted and might well be
closed altogether.” 19 Sir Llewellyn Woodward’s foreign policy volume covering the period
reports the threat in the same fashion, albeit originating from “some 2,000” Germans
instead. 20 The appropriate volume on grand strategy places the blame entirely on a
genuine fear of the threat posed by the “some 5,000” Germans present. 21 Lastly, F.H.
Hinsley’s volume on British intelligence explains that, since “firm intelligence of an
immediate threat to the country or of Iranian collusion with the Axis was lacking”, the
occupation was undertaken for precautionary reasons. 22

17

Joan Beaumont, Comrades in Arms: British Aid to Russia 1941-1945 (London: Davis-Poynter Limited, 1980)
83.
18
Motter, The Persian Corridor 10.
19
I.S.O. Playfair et al., The Mediterranean and Middle East, Volume II: The Germans come to the Help of
their Ally (1941) (London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1956) 252.
20
Llewellyn Woodward, British Foreign Policy in the Second World War, Volume II (London: Her Majesty’s
Stationery Office, 1971) 24.
21
J.M.A. Gwyer, Grand Strategy Volume III: June 1941-August 1942 Part I (London: Her Majesty’s Stationery
Office, 1964) 185.
22
J.F. Hinsley, British Intelligence in the Second World War: Its Influence on Strategy & Operations,
Volume II (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1981) 81.
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Generalist one-volume histories, pressed for space as they are, tend to sum up the
situation in as little as a sentence (as Anthony Beevor’s The Second World War 23 and
Gerhard Weinberg’s A World At Arms 24 do; in both books supply is listed as the reason,
with Beevor also noting oil). Neither Basil Liddell Hart’s seminal one-volume study nor
Max Hasting’s new release even mention the operation at all. 25
Not every author is so fixated on supply; several have credited the fear of some sort of
Axis involvement as real (see the official history volumes PAIFORCE, Campaign in
Western Asia, and Grand Strategy Vol. III Part I, or Martin Kitchen’s British Policy towards
the Soviet Union, etc.). Others go even deeper and produce valuable critiques of earlier
scholars: Miron Rezun credits the fear of a German threat, but specifically calls out
Elwell-Sutton, Ramazani, and Lenczowski for being deceived by the spectre of the Cold
War and overly relying on Churchill’s writings for their information. 26 F. Eshraghi in turn
disputes Rezun on several points, and explains that the real reasons were to secure the
British position in the region—which is a sound argument—and to not rebuff the Soviets
“in their first approach, as an ally, for tangible co-operation” 27—which is not. But while
this thesis will argue that the fear of some form of a German threat was real and a key
factor in driving the planning for invasion, even those who correctly point out the
influence this fear had often fail to back up their argument, or get some vital element of it
wrong. For example, Victor Rothwell credits the fear, but claims it was directed at the
pro-German Shah of Iran, rather than the potential actions of German agents or German
invaders. 28

23

Anthony Beevor, The Second World War (New York: Little, Brown and Company, 2012) 221.
Gerhard L. Weinberg, A World at Arms: A Global History of World War II (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1994) 284.
25
History of the Second World War (1970) and All Hell Broke Loose (2011), respectively.
26
Miron Rezun, The Soviet Union and Iran: Soviet Policy in Iran from the Beginnings of the Pahlavi
Dynasty until the Soviet Invasion in 1941 (Geneva: Sijhoff & Noordhoff International Publishers BV,
1981) 311.
27
F. Eshraghi, “Anglo-Soviet Occupation of Iran in August 1941”, Middle Eastern Studies 20/1 (Jan. 1984) 27.
28
Victor Rothwell, Britain and the Cold War 1941-1947 (London: Jonathan Cape, 1982) 86.
24
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Certain authors have managed to get some aspects of the motivations behind the invasion
correct, but even then, they still commit other errors or oversights, such as Miron Rezun’s
erroneous interpretation of the supply argument as deliberately created “postwar
apologia”. 29 Similarly, F. Eshraghi provides a skilled analysis of the situation and valuable
corrections of Rezun. These however are offset by claims that a major factor in the origin
of the invasion was the British need to placate the Soviets—not supported by records of
the major discussions of the Iran crisis—and that there is no evidence that the Soviets
were concerned about the presence of the Germans in Iran prior to the war—also
incorrect, as we shall see in Chapter III. 30
Even those authors who are correct in some fashion have failed to categorically set the
historical record straight, for the simple reason that almost no author has attempted to
explore the origins of the invasion in a methodical fashion.

The subject has been

thoroughly examined just once in the secondary literature. Richard A. Stewart, author of
the 1988 work Sunrise at Abadan: The British and Soviet Invasion of Iran, 1941, examines
the genesis of the invasion and describes its progress and immediate aftermath. Stewart
does a fine job in providing the historical background to the invasion and the joint
negotiations between the British, the Soviets, and the Iranians that ultimately launched it
(as well as the invasion itself, which lies outside the scope of this work). He also covers
the fifth-column issue reasonably well. However, with regards to the invasion’s origins,
this Cold War-era work is overly narrative in nature, tending to replace analysis with
more of a step-by-step list of events as they occurred. Most notably, it fails almost
completely on the issue of supply: Stewart also claims the supply issue was the primary
reason for the invasion’s launch, something this thesis will heavily dispute. 31

29
30
31

Rezun, The Soviet Union and Iran 311.
Eshraghi, “Anglo-Soviet Occupation” 27.
Richard A. Stewart, Sunrise at Abadan: The British and Soviet Invasion of Iran, 1941 (New York: Praegar,
1988) 183.
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This thesis will revise the historical record by moving outside the primarily nationalist
and specialist approaches employed by scholars to date, instead synthesizing this
scattered information into a cohesive whole to produce a broader, more accurate analysis.
It claims that it was overwhelmingly a matter of imperial interest that drove British
participation in the August 1941 invasion: that is, a strategic desire by the British to
protect the Abadan refinery and oil fields in southern Iran, and the desire to safeguard
communications, not with the Soviet Union, but across Britain’s Middle East position as a
whole. As for the matter of using Iran as a funnel for goods into the Soviet Union, this
factor will be show to be a genuine desire, but one that emerged as a major issue only
once the invasion had already begun, rather than a driving force for the invasion itself.
In order to demonstrate the case for imperial interest, this thesis will first establish the
existence of not just long-standing British interests in the Middle East, but British
concerns over potential enemy aggression there that, while comparatively recent, clearly
pre-date the Anglo-Soviet alliance (Chapter I). Concerning that alliance, an examination
will be then be made of the degree of British optimism regarding the Soviet Union’s
chances for survival (or more exactly, the utter lack thereof) once the Germans invaded
that country. This will demonstrate that no analysis of British participation in the Iranian
operation as an event driven by primarily pro-Soviet reasons is tenable (Chapter II).
Concerning the invasion itself, it will be demonstrated that the primary British
justification given for the invasion of Iran (that is, the presence of large numbers of Axis
“fifth-columnists” posing an existential threat to the government of Iran) was, in the
opinion of the British themselves, a long-standing and genuine concern, rather than a
pretext. To this end, intelligence reports out of Tehran will be examined dating back to
the 1930s, which have been almost entirely overlooked to date (Chapter III). As for the
Soviet supply aspect of the invasion, evidence will be provided to illustrate that concern
over supplies to the Soviet Union as a driving force in British planning only became
prominent after the invasion had already been committed to (Chapter V).

9
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Lastly, Chapter IV is dedicated to a narrative of the decision-making process concerning
the invasion of Iran, from the time of the launch of Operation Barbarossa in late June
through to the actual start of the invasion of Iran at the end of August, and is intended to
place the material of the first three chapters in context and tie them together.
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Chapter I—”Pieces On A Chessboard”
Imperial Interest: Iran & the Middle East in British strategic planning
The British had longstanding plans for the defense of the Middle East. British planners,
long before the war had shifted primarily from Western Europe to the world stage
following the fall of France, were concerned with the security of the region and
determined to hold it against enemies without and within. For the British, the Middle
East clearly included not just British possessions but fully independent states as well, as
the invasions of Iraq and Iran would demonstrate. As will be made abundantly clear, to
policy makers in London such niceties as independence and neutrality were less
important than making sure British interests were protected.
The Historical Perspective
“… [one of the] pieces on a chessboard upon which is being played out a game for
the dominion of the world.”
—George Curzon on Iran, 1892. 32
The British Empire had well-established interests in the Middle East dating back to the
eighteenth century. In that latter part of that century, Britain looked to consolidate its
hold on India by surrounding the subcontinent with a buffer of weak states that, while
diplomatically tied to Britain, were nominally independent.

At the same time, the

Russians were heading south, seeking a warm-water port and moving into the vacuum
created by the decline of the various Muslim states in that region.
One of the places these policy goals collided was in the ancient state of Persia. Britain
had subdued the Persians in a brief war in 1856-1857, 33 but the Russians could not be
brushed aside so easily. After nearly a century of convoluted political maneuvering over

32

33

George N. Curzon, Persia and the Persian Question, Volume I (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1892)
3-4.
Johnson, Robert, “The Great Game and Power Projection”, in Imperial Crossroads: The Great Powers and
the Persian Gulf, eds. Jeffrey R. Macris and Saul Kelly (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 2012) 32.
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Persia and other Central Asian states, known as the Great Game, a worried Britain at last
secured some sort of understanding with the Tsar. In 1907 the two signed the Convention
of St. Petersburg, dividing Persia into British and Russian spheres of influence. The
Russians laid claim to most of the north and centre, while Britain took the southeast; an
unoccupied neutral zone remained in between.

The Persians had no voice in the

matter. 34
The Anglo-Russian détente over Persia held into the First World War, with Russia and
Britain jointly occupying the country along their previously established lines of control,
despite Persia declaring its neutrality. 35

But the fallout from the First World War

completely altered the power dynamic in the region. The Russian Empire collapsed,
quickly replaced by an ultimately stronger and more hostile Soviet Union. The Ottoman
Empire too was done, its Middle East holdings fracturing into a series of Arab successor
states run by Britain (and France) as League of Nations mandates. 36
Following the war and the confusion it produced, the British were quick to reassert their
historical interest in and authority over Persia.

The Anglo-Persian Treaty of 1919

nominally recognized Persian independence, but in reality placed that country
thoroughly within the British orbit, with British advisers locked into key positions within
the military and financial branches of the country. 37 The treaty aroused almost universal
condemnation in Persia, 38 and would be formally denounced by them in 1921, 39 but the
intent of Britain to maintain a large measure of control over Persia was clear, as were
signs of the hostility such a policy bred in that country towards Britain.

34

Donald N. Wilber, Riza Shah Pahlavi: The Resurrection and Reconstruction of Iran (Hicksville: Exposition
Press, 1975) 32-33.
35
Kaveh Farrokh, Iran at War: 1500-1988 (Oxford: Osprey, 2011) 230; Elwell-Sutton, Persian Oil 26.
36
Fiona Venn, Oil Diplomacy in the Twentieth Century (London: Macmillan, 1986) 39.
37
L.P. Elwell-Sutton, “Reza Shah the Great: Founder of the Pahlavi Dynasty”, in Iran under the Pahlavis, ed.
George Lenczowski (Stanford: Hoover Institution Press, 1978) 10.
38
Elwell-Sutton, “Reza Shah” 11.
39
Elwell-Sutton, “Reza Shah” 19.
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By the late-1930s, the diplomatic situation had stabilized into one of three-way mutual
suspicion. The Iranians needed what the British and, to a lesser extent, the Soviets could
provide, but were wary of efforts by the other two powers that could undermine its
sovereignty. Both the British and the Soviets, meanwhile, wished to maintain and even
extend their influence in Persia/Iran ∗, while diminishing that of their rival.
Abadan & Iranian Oil
In May 1908 the first significant oil deposits in Persia (and the Middle East as a whole)
were discovered. Britain was at that time converting the lynchpin of her empire, the
Royal Navy, from coal to oil, as it promised greatly increased performance. However,
while coal was readily available in Britain, oil was not: a source firmly under British
control had to be secured. 1909 saw the formation of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company to
exploit the Iran oil find (renamed to the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company in 1935, and referred
to henceforth as “AIOC”). 40 In the face of a potential takeover by Royal Dutch Shell, His
Majesty’s Government bought a controlling interest in the company in 1914. 41
Iran would produce an average of ten million tons of oil a year during the Second World
War, twice as much as all the other Middle East states put together. 42 Though only a
small percentage of the world’s output (the United States actually accounted for much of
it at this time 43), Iranian oil made up 20% of British oil imports 44, and an overall shortage

∗

In 1935 the Shah ordered the renaming of Persia to Iran. However, old habits die hard; in particular,
Churchill, claiming that it would be too easy to mix up Iran and Iraq in government missives, in
August 1941 ordered all official British documents to refer to the country using the old name of Persia
(Churchill, The Grand Alliance 479-480). Iran will be used in this paper for any date past 1935, unless
a direct quote is featured.
40
J.H. Bamberg, The History of the British Petroleum Company Volume 2: The Anglo-Iranian Years, 19281954 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994) 3.
41
Bamberg, British Petroleum II 5.
42
th
Peter R. Odell, Oil and World Power, 8 edition (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1986) 87.
43
Odell, Oil and World Power 77.
44
L.P. Elwell-Sutton, Modern Iran (London: George Routledge & Sons, 1941) 179.
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of oil tankers coupled with the U-boat scourge meant that replacing this output from
American sources would be virtually impossible. 45
Following the German invasion of the USSR in June 1941, the Chiefs of Staff considered
the first priority in the Middle East should be to secure Abadan against attack: its loss
would make it difficult, perhaps impossible, to carry on the fight in the Middle East.46
The raw statistics above as to the oil production capability of Iran tell only part of the
story: in 1942, as the German tide reached the high-water mark in Egypt and the Caucasus
and the British were compelled to seriously evaluate the defense of the Middle East once
again, more concrete appreciations of Abadan and Middle East oil in general emerged.
An April 1942 Chiefs of Staff analysis noted that, while Britain was also supplied from
North America, the loss of Abadan and the other British oil production centres in the
Middle East would heavily strain tanker capacity and deprive overseas positions of oil.
The Chiefs were informed in late July 1942 that the loss of Abadan and the oil fields would
reduce British military power by 20%. At a later review they agreed that, if forced to
choose between holding the Suez Canal or the oilfields, the latter would take priority. 47
Oil was not just important to the British: it was vital to the Germans as well, and the
British were extremely well-informed of this fact. Numerous studies of Romania, the
Caucasus, and the campaign against the Soviet Union in general focused on the German
need for oil; there was a group set up specifically to examine this, along with the
corresponding British need to prevent that oil from reaching German hands. 48 Thus the
loss of Iran would be a double disaster—the loss of vital oil production for Britain, and
the gain of vital war material for the Germans that they were otherwise short of.
45
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The War
By 1939, the Middle East had become for Britain a network of interlocking strategic
necessities. Egypt guarded the Suez Canal—gateway to India and Britain’s other eastern
holdings—and was also the front-line against the Axis in Africa. Iraq and the Transjordan
stretched between Egypt and Iran, granting an overland route for Iranian oil and
containing the air and land routes that connected India with Africa. 49 At the same time
the region allowed access to neutral Turkey—whose active participation in the conflict
(or at least, denial of the same) would be quite valuable and who as a result was courted
by both sides—and Syria, whose later status as a Vichy French holding meant it was a
potential path for Axis infiltration into the region.
To maintain communications between the far-flung halves of the Empire, to keep the
flow of troops from India, and to hold on to the oil from Iran—these were absolute
requirements. For all these reasons, the Middle East was considered a key theatre even at
the start of the war. The Chiefs of Staff “Review of the Strategic Situation”, prepared in
October 1939, argued that “On land and in the air our strength must be developed in two
separate theatres—in the West and in the Middle East.” Even with Italy not yet in the
war, the Middle East ranked above the Far East in British strategic planning at this time. 50
Then-Chief of the Imperial General Staff, Edmund Ironsides, reminded the Staff that
“Experience of the last war had shown the decisive nature of operations in the Middle
East and … history might well repeat itself in this respect.” 51
Some steps had already been taken. In August 1939, with war on the horizon, the War
Office had directed Army Headquarters India to prepare plans for a rapid reaction force,
which might be dispatched to Egypt, Singapore, Iran, or the like. Elements that would be
49
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sent to Iran were designated Force K3, and consisted of an infantry brigade group. After
some deliberation, Basra in Iraq was chosen as the disembarkation point. However, the
Iraqi landing zone was more for political and logistical reasons that any lack of priority
regarding Iran: the stated overall goal of such a force was the security of the AngloIranian oilfields at Abadan. 52
A new Middle East review was released at the start of December 1939, and it indicated
that in just two months the strategic calculus had shifted somewhat. The consensus was
that
it must be remembered that our interests in the Middle East, important as
they are, are not as important as the security of France and Britain or of
Singapore. Steps to increase our forces in the Middle East must, therefore, not
be at the expense of our essential requirements in the West or our ability to
defend Singapore. 53
Nonetheless, the Middle East was still important: the review highlighted the Suez Canal,
the Anglo-Iranian oilfields, and the protection of the north-west frontier of India
(Afghanistan) as the key areas of concern (in that order). 54
Planning at that time called for a division of troops to be concentrated early in India and
earmarked for the defense of the Anglo-Iranian oilfields. Ultimately a total of twelve
divisions and 39 RAF squadrons were recommended, so that Britain would be in a solid
position to deal with German aggression in the Balkans, Soviet aggression in the Balkans
and/or the Middle East, the entry of Italy into the war, or some combination of all of the
above. 55
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Iran and Iraq were considered jointly, a pattern we shall see repeated:
At the first signs of Russian aggression against Iran, we should have to provide
for the internal security and air defence of the Anglo-Iranian oilfields and the
port of Basra. Initially this might not be a large commitment, but, if the
Russian advance progressed, we should be forced to defend Iraq and to protect
the Anglo-Iranian oilfields, both for strategic reasons and on account of our
Treaty obligations. It is of particular importance that a Russian advance
should not be allowed to penetrate far enough to deny us the air bases we
should require in Iraq and Turkey in order to strike at the centres of Russian
oil production in the Caucasus, the only objectives in Russia open to effective
attack. 56
As the quote above makes clear, it was the Soviet Union that was considered the primary
danger to the region at this time. The Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact of 1939 had moved an
already unfriendly Soviet Union firmly out of the Allied camp and to a more friendly basis
with Germany. British Military Intelligence began detecting Soviet forces concentrating
along the border with Iran in September 1939. On 6 October the Chiefs of Staff warned
the War Cabinet of this alarming event, and noted similar concentrations along the
Turkish border as well. 57 The British began to fear for the security of their Middle East
holdings, which shared a long and porous border with the USSR. As the report noted,
“we have both to defend the Iraqi frontier in order to secure our air bases in the plain, to
protect the Anglo-Iranian oilfields and to ensure internal security in Iraq.” 58
Another December report, produced by Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden, analyzed the
threat posed by the Soviets to the Middle East. He opened by plainly stating that “From
being a comparatively remote possibility, the danger of Soviet expansion in the Middle
East has in the past weeks become a threat which it is no longer possible to ignore.”59
The initial analysis remarked on the history of British control over the area:
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…the danger of a clash with Great Britain, which for close on a century has
alone set bounds to Russian expansion in the Middle East, has been
diminished, if not entirely removed, by the prospect of a long war
necessitating the concentration of all available British resources in the west.
The initial Soviet targets were assumed to be Afghanistan and Iran. Such attacks would
“deal a grave blow to British prestige, and would be likely to have serious repercussions
throughout the Middle East. Furthermore, it might eventually lead to an air attack on
India or Iraq.”

In response, the Secretary assumed a vigorous defense, conducted

“ostensibly in defence of the countries concerned and in conjunction with their troops,
could advance as far into Iran or Afghanistan as was required by strategic
considerations…”. 60
The use of “ostensibly” here seems to indicate that Britain would attempt to put the best
face on any action, but that their own concerns were paramount. What would occur if
Iran was not cooperative is not mentioned, but a February 1940 Chiefs of Staff Committee
report on the attitude of Iran stated that “if Russian attacks took place or subversive
activity was prevalent, we should move a force into the oilfields area, with or without
Iranian consent.” 61
The British were not the only power concerned. France, still in the war, was resolved
“that the Allies shall not be taken by surprise by events, should Germany or Russia seek to
bring about a political or strategical modification of the present balance in the Middle
East.” However, the French were also well aware of the paucity of resources available to
the Allies at that time, and so took the view that
The forces available to the Allies next spring on land, at sea and in the air,
will not be sufficient to allow of the diversion of considerable effectives to the
Balkans or the Near East.
60
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Sea transport facilities will also be insufficient to permit of any large-scale
operations.
Hence the objectives of the Allies in those areas, at any rate in the initial
stage, must remain limited ones and must pay due regard to the pursuit of
their primary aims. 62
In French eyes, the Middle East would remain a secondary theatre for Anglo-French
forces; their main concern in that general area was Turkey and the Balkans. But the
French, with Middle East holdings of their own, were not blind to the potential danger of
the Soviet Union in that region.
Eventually, and if Soviet action should constitute a threat in the direction of
Iraq and the Persian Gulf, [there is a need] to retain a possibility of impinging
upon the freedom of decision and action of the U.S.S.R. by exerting a threat on
the oil-producing area of the Russian Caucasus by sea, in the air and by
land…. 63
The British Chiefs of Staff noted that the translation from the French may have confused
“Eventually” with “if circumstances permit”, which could alter entirely the flavour of the
above. 64
Iran too had noticed the increasingly belligerent stance of the Soviets, and was resolved
to strengthen its hand. The country had declared its neutrality almost immediately in
September of 1939, 65 but while this had kept it out of the conflict, it had also left it bereft
of allies. In January 1940, Iran approached the British with an offer of a secret alliance,
directed against the Soviets. The British mulled it over, and though in February they
ultimately decided not to tie their hands, and so turned down the Iranian offer, they did
agree privately that a Soviet invasion of Iran or Afghanistan would constitute a casus
belli. 66
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In mid-March of 1940, staff officers of the British Middle East and Indian commands met
to discuss Plan Herring, the evolution of earlier defense efforts. Plan Herring would place
three divisions in Iran and Iraq, in order to enhance the British presence in this area and
prepare for possible hostile incursions (still at this time of presumably Soviet origin). The
initial wave of this operation—one Indian division plus supporting troops—was codenamed Trout. 67

On 10 April an operational draft was ready, centered on securing

Abadan. 68 This was followed in July by a detailed study of the Abadan complex by an
official of the AIOC, which was submitted to the General Staff. 69 Herring had the support
of General Wavell, Commander in Chief Middle East: he wrote in May of 1940 that “Oil,
shipping, air power, sea power are the keys to this war, and they are interdependent.”
From 21 to 24 June 1940, British staffs met in Bombay to finalize these plans. 70
A steady series of events—increased Soviet pressure on Iran and Turkey, pro-Axis unrest
in Iraq, and Vichy French Syria being pulled firmly into the Axis orbit—prompted London
to on 3 July propose putting Plan Trout into action, which would send the first Indian
division to Abadan. 71 By the 17th the lead elements of Trout were forming up in Bombay
harbour for dispatch to Basra, the initial stop. 72 However, on 2 August the War Cabinet
decided to call Trout off—General Wavell desperately needed those same troops in North
Africa, and argued strenuously for their release to him. Wavell further pointed out that
the Indian division in question would be useless in the event of a Soviet invasion of Iran
in any case, being understrength and with virtually no anti-aircraft weaponry. 73
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While a Soviet invasion ultimately never materialized, and the threat of one began to
subside as the Soviets became ever more occupied with their German neighbor, the threat
from Germany to the Middle East began to grow. The main concern now was a possible
Axis attack, either through Turkey or the Caucasus, punching into Iraq. In the event of
such an attack the Soviet Union might decide to act after all, taking advantage of the
opportunity presented by advancing through Iran or Turkey. There was also the danger
of pro-Axis elements seizing power in Iraq, offering the use of Iraqi airbases to Axis
squadrons. As the situation developed, so too did British planning. On 21 February 1941,
General Auchinleck, then Commander in Chief India, presented General Wavell with a
fresh analysis: Plan Herring became Plan Sabine. 74
Sabine called for the Indian General Staff to deploy a force to Basra in southern Iraq,
which would at once be in position to secure the Shatt-al-Arab (the river serving as the
border between Iran and Iraq in the far south) and the Iranian oil fields. At that point the
force could move to occupy Baghdad and northern Iraq. 75 On 15 March, Middle East and
Indian Command General Staff officers met in Cairo to finalize Sabine. The final plan
called for the employment of three Indian divisions, but fear of events outstripping
British response time led to the creation of an additional rapid-reaction force as well. 76
As it turned out, it would be ready just in time.
Iraq & Its Implications
In the early hours of 2 April 1941, a coup by senior army officials deposed Iraq’s
government and placed a pro-Axis former Prime Minister by the name of Rashid Ali-al
Gailani in charge. 77
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Iraq had been independent since 1932, and the coup was wholly domestic in nature (that
is, no German active military support or fifth-column element was involved in its
creation), but the British were not inclined to believe this. A note of 7 April 1941 reported
that “Rashid being driven hard by Axis and seems determined to go ahead. Is using Axis
gold to bribe officials…”. 78 Churchill declared that “Obviously, [Rashid Ali’s] object was to
have everything ready for the Germans as soon as they could reach Iraq according to
programme.” 79 It was almost immediately resolved to intervene, so that Iraq would not
move from a pro-Axis government to a full member of the Axis camp.
Churchill would explain to General Wavell in May that “A commitment in Iraq was
inevitable. We had to establish a base at Basra, and control that port to safeguard Persian
oil in case of need.” 80 Iraq’s importance extended even further. In addition to containing
the pipelines originating in Iran and carrying oil to Haifa and Tripoli, it was a part of the
land route from Egypt to India, 81 and produced some four million tons of oil a year on its
own as of 1939. 82 Though Iraq was no longer a British possession, and no longer had
British ground troops stationed there, a pair of RAF air bases maintained in the country
under treaty were essential links in the Middle East communications chain. 83 Finally, at
the time of the coup discussions were also active concerning the shipment of muchneeded American aircraft to British forces, using Iraq as the delivery point. 84
Vigorous and rapid action by the British, having prepared in advance for such an
occurrence, ensured that Rashid Ali’s new government would be crushed if it did not
secure outside assistance. The Iraqis and Germans both pleaded with the Shah of Iran for
this assistance but the Shah, afraid of turning his country into a battleground for the
78
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great powers, firmly clung to neutrality. Iranian Acting Foreign Minister Djevad Amery
took pains to assure the British representative in Tehran that the Iranians “do not
question [Britain’s] treaty rights.” 85
German forces did eventually arrive in Iraq: a small Luftwaffe contingent began operating
out of the northern city of Mosul. However, they were too few, had come too late, and
were greatly hampered by a lack of aviation gasoline. The German Minister in Tehran
was ordered to seek fuel from Iran in the hopes of alleviating the issue, 86 but the Iranians
turned him down. The Iranian Prime Minister admitted the reason: the British would
surely judge such an action as hostile. Britain would invade; on the heels of Britain would
come the Soviets, and it would be the “end of Iran.” He frankly admitted that, barring a
Turkish entry into the war on the Axis side, Iran would maintain its neutrality. 87 With no
further help coming, and British forces nearing Baghdad, Rashid Ali fled the country on
30 May 1941; the Iraqi campaign was at an end. 88
The intervention in Iraq demonstrated Britain’s determination to maintain its
preeminence in the region, motivated solely by strong, long-standing strategic concerns,
and regardless of neutrality. In case this was not clear, the Foreign Office put plainly
British intentions for the area. When the Soviets dispatched an ambassador to Iraq to
extend relations to Rashid Ali’s new government, British Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden
expressed British displeasure. He explained to the Soviets that “The action taken in
respect of Rashid Ali was only one example of our determination to maintain our position
throughout the Middle East, including Iran (Persia) and Afghanistan.

We had no

intention of allowing our interests in those countries to be attacked or undermined.” 89
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As seen earlier, the operational planning regarding Iraq and Iran were inextricably linked,
as was the British understanding of the two countries: both vital, oil-supplying links to
key theatres. Another more recent factor also clearly linked the two. When Rashid Al
fled Iraq after his coup’s collapse, it was Iran to which he fled, expecting and receiving
sanctuary.
This of course was not enough to greatly alarm Britain. To understand fully why Iran
became ever more significant to the British, we must examine the war situation as of May
1941. British intelligence had become aware of a massive German buildup on the Soviet
border, and soon reached the conclusion that a potential invasion was in the offing. They
were not certain that the Germans actually intended to invade—it remained possible that
they might simply be looking to extort concessions from the Soviets on matters of
borders, spheres of influence, and raw material trades. There was genuine fear that the
Soviets would give in, making the Germans even more powerful.

Alternatively, an

invasion would occur, and while in the eyes of the world that would tie up the Germans
for a little while, they would still inevitably triumph. With that victory, Germany would
emerge all the stronger for having beaten the only other great European land power left
standing and having seized its plentiful resources.
Towards the end of the Iraqi campaign the British focused on acquiring the northern city
of Mosul. Though the base for German air efforts in the region, the British were not
interested so much in capturing a handful of aircraft as they were seizing its airfield,
which would give them a base close enough to bomb the Soviets’ Baku oilfields. The
Chiefs of Staff warned General Wavell on 31 May that
We have had firm indication that Germans are now concentrating large army
and air forces against Russia. … Russian resistance may be strongly influenced
if they think that should they submit to Germans we shall attack Baku oil. If
we are to use this threat to exert pressure on Russians, we must control Mosul
before Russians and/or Germans forestall us. 90
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As of May 1941, the Soviet oilfields at Baku were one of the major factors enabling the
Germans to ignore the British naval blockade, since the Soviets traded much of its output
to the Germans. As such, whether Baku was occupied by the Germans or not its oil was
flowing into German hands, and so it had been a potential target for some time. British
aircraft operating out of Mosul could in theory knock out these oilfields, and as a result
make a noticeable impact on the German war machine. As shown above, the British also
felt that the mere knowledge of their planning in this regard would give the Soviets more
incentive to resist German pressure.
The readiness with which the British—already at war with Germany and Italy, and unsure
of Japan—contemplated war with the Soviet Union seems incredible today. But this is
exactly what the British did. John Slessor, Director of Air Plans, was later to write that
the feature of the discussions which, in retrospect, really makes one's hair
stand on end is the air—not perhaps of complacency but of acceptance—with
which we faced the prospect of enlisting Russia among our active enemies.
This acceptance, however, flowed naturally from the prevailing view of Soviet abilities,
which was almost wholly negative. 91 As Chapter III illustrates, such assessments would
recur again and again in the next few months.
Mosul did indeed fall to the British, but this planning was for naught. The Germans,
rather than trying to extort concessions from the Soviets, were set on conquest, not
negotiation. On 22 June 1941, they launched Operation Barbarossa, throwing some four
million Axis troops and thousands of tanks and aircraft across the border into the Soviet
Union. 92 The war had shifted into an entirely new dimension.
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British estimations of Soviet staying power, December 1939-August 1941
Though the entry of the Soviet Union into the war, in hindsight, completely transformed
the conflict, the British certainly did not initially see it that way. In order to understand
whether or not the eventual invasion of Iran can be put down to imperial interests or a
desire to aid the Soviets, we must examine if the British, from the period covering the
German invasion of the Soviet Union through to the Anglo-Soviet invasion of Iran,
thought the Soviets would survive long enough to make the provision of aid through Iran
a meaningful proposition.
On the eve of Operation Barbarossa, the German invasion of the Soviet Union, Britain’s
strategic position appeared grim.

The British Empire stood alone against the Axis

coalition of Germany and her satellites. Axis arms were uncontested across the whole of
Europe from the Atlantic coast all the way to Lithuania and the Carpathians. The British
Expeditionary Force (BEF) had been twice ejected from the continent by onrushing
Panzer divisions (in the West and in Greece), each time with the loss of nearly all its
heavy equipment; wags claimed that BEF stood for “Back Every Fortnight.” Much of what
Britain needed to fight and survive had to be shipped from America and across the
Empire, but the Battle of the Atlantic was creating monthly shipping losses in excess of
anything Britain could stand if the situation continued for much longer, even with
American assistance.

With the breaking point being estimated at 400,000 tons a

month, 93 losses in March, April, and May 1941 were 473 ships of over 1,700,000 tons, an
average of about 565,000 tons a month. 94 Only in peripheral campaigns did British forces
continue to fight, but even there, the picture was far from optimistic. An operation in
Syria designed to remove the Vichy France garrison ground on, with the French putting
up stronger resistance than anticipated. In North Africa, Operation Battleaxe, in which
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Churchill had placed great hopes, had resulted in failure, with a great number of precious
tanks hoarded specifically for this effort lost to little effect. 95
In this light the mood amongst British planners when, on 22 June 1941, news of Hitler’s
invasion of the Soviet Union broke, was unsurprisingly one of relief. Certainly the British
had been almost positive the invasion was coming, thanks to a wide range of intelligence
assets, 96 but now that it had actually begun the pressure had come off Britain for a while,
providing a much-needed chance to regroup. As we saw in the previous chapter, the
British had numerous and long-standing reasons for distrusting the Soviets, reasons
which the 1939 Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact between Germany and the USSR had done little
to nullify. But with that pact now so obviously broken, it seemed safe to assume that the
Soviets might bloody Hitler’s nose a bit.
But that was about all that could be hoped.

Following the war there were certain

attempts by one party or another, particularly in the Foreign Office, to appear to be one
of those rare visionaries who knew all along that the Soviets would triumph; these of
course must at best be viewed with caution. 97 The simple truth of the matter was that,
for years prior to the launch of Barbarossa, right through to the day the invasion was
launched, British policy makers largely viewed the fighting power of the Red Army and its
attendant services with skepticism at best, and outright dismissal at worst.
The Winter War
The British of course had been producing assessments of Red Army capabilities for many
years. For example, in April 1939 the Chiefs of Staff favoured gaining the USSR as an ally,
but, in a lengthy analysis of their military capabilities, concluded that the Soviet ability to
project meaningful power into Europe was limited; the Cabinet Committee on Foreign
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Policy concurred. 98 The value of Soviet aid against Germany was so limited in British eyes
in mid-1939 that Spanish enmity was considered more dangerous than the loss of the
Soviet Union as an ally. 99
However, to go too far into the past is to risk examining assessments that, by the time
Barbarossa was launched, no longer had any relevance.

Pre-war and especially pre-

Stalinist purge estimates were quickly made obsolete by new developments, and the
British policy makers to whom older analyses were originally addressed had often either
transferred or retired by 1941. For the pre-war period, British assessments can largely be
summed up as mixed to negative. ∗ But estimates and assessments naturally pale in
comparison to direct evidence—the opportunity to observe, even indirectly, a nation’s
fighting forces performing on the battlefield. In June of 1941, the most recent opportunity
to observe the Soviet military machine in action had been in Finland.
In September 1939 the Germans began the Second World War by invading Poland. Later
that month the Soviets also marched into Poland, partitioning that country with
Germany. By the time the Soviets attacked, however, the Polish army had already been
crushed and scattered by the Germans—resistance was minimal, and no one considered
the attack a real test of Soviet strength. Following this, the war at large entered into the
Sitzkrieg period, or Phony War, where Germany and the Western Allies stared at each
other across the French border with hardly a shot fired. With all quiet on the Western
front, the combatants were free to observe as the Soviet Union in turn invaded Finland on
30 November 1939.
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What most assumed would be a walkover by the Red Army quickly turned into a Soviet
debacle. The invasion was launched on too broad a front, with inadequate forces and at
the beginning of winter.

In contrast, Finnish defenses were quite strong and their

resistance spirited. Estimates of Soviet losses vary wildly, from Molotov’s admitted loss of
just over 200,000 casualties to a figure of one million dead mentioned by Khrushchev. 100
The most modern estimate stands at approximately 335,000 casualties. 101 No matter what
the figure, the Soviets bled heavily, far out of proportion to their much smaller, less wellequipped opponent, a fact visible to the world.
Churchill, in a January 1940 radio address on the topic of the Finns and their dramatic
resistance, said to the nation that
The service rendered by Finland to mankind is magnificent. They have
exposed, for all the world to see, the military incapacity of the Red Army and
of the Red Air Force. Many illusions about Soviet Russia have been dispelled
in these few fierce weeks of fighting in the Arctic Circle. Everyone can see how
Communism rots the soul of a nation… 102
British military publications of the time illustrated the damage done to the Red Army by
its performance in Finland in the eyes of British observers. A semi-professional magazine,
The Fighting Forces, reported that “the vaunted worth of the Red Army has proven to be a
myth”; this deprecation continued into its April issue. 103 A manual produced by the War
Office in March 1940 explained that Stalin’s purges had resulted in “eight of the most
efficient and best known senior commanders being executed and a great number of
others being removed from their appointments…”.

Despite attempts to encourage

initiative, slavish adherence to training material was maintained, as “the natural tendency
of the Slav, when faced with a complex situation, is to do nothing.” The result was a “lack
100
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of initiative” described as “very marked”, with commanders at all levels generally
displaying a “serious inability to deal with unexpected situations, and a tendency to
adhere rigidly to the teaching laid down in the manuals, irrespective of the particular
circumstances obtaining at the moment.” 104
The manual did see a few bright spots: Soviet infantry had value in defense, as “the speed
with which the infantry dug themselves in as soon as they were checked was remarkable,
and it was evident that Soviet commanders would never abandon any ground they had
won even if it entailed holding a most unsuitable defensive position”, though, as
experience in Barbarossa would show, a tendency to stand fast without exception could
simply lead to an army being prone to encirclement.

The Red Army also had an

impressive number of armoured fighting vehicles, estimated at 10,000 in 1939, but in
these it placed a “child-like faith”, so that they were used “in very large numbers in
support of every major attack quite irrespective of whether the terrain is suitable for the
action of such weapons.” 105 But despite these few grudging admissions of value, overall, it
was a hardly a glowing endorsement of Soviet military ability.
Politicians matched the armed forces in contempt for the Soviet military machine at this
time.

The British sympathized with the Finnish stand, and ways to aid them were

examined at the highest levels of government. While the Finnish crisis was still ongoing,
then-Foreign Secretary Halifax told a Labour Party delegation that “the fear of Russia
declaring war on us ought not to deter us from any course of action that would certainly
seem wise.” 106

Alexander Cadogan, Permanent Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs,

echoed this opinion, writing that he had “been coming to wonder more and more lately,
whether we need be deterred from any action we think advantageous, simply for fear of
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finding ourselves in a war with Russia.” 107 The Foreign Office suggested bombing the
Caucasus oilfields, which would supposedly collapse the Soviet Union all on its own. The
Joint Planning Subcommittee was more pessimistic: during a February meeting it was
minuted that “The Directors of Plans held the view that on balance, from the purely
military point of view, war with Russia will make it more difficult [emphasis added—KH]
to achieve our primary objective in this war, the defeat of Germany.” 108 In early March
1940, a group of staff officers argued that the only way to halt the flow of supplies to
Germany was to attack the USSR. 109 War with the Soviet Union might interfere with the
real job of crushing Nazi Germany, but it was nonetheless a possibility the British could
entertain.
It was in March 1940 that the Finns were at last forced to surrender, as the Soviets refined
their tactics and brought ever more weight to bear. 110 But the damage to Soviet military
prestige in the eyes of Britain had been done.
Barbarossa: The Lead-Up
The overriding British view of the Soviet military as Barbarossa neared—one growing out
of Stalin’s decapitation of its officer corps, the Soviets’ subsequent dismal performance in
Finland, and simple ideological contempt—was that, though impressive in size, it was
fatally flawed. Obviously some could be found that, due to ideological leanings or some
other reason, thought the Soviets stood a chance, but what mattered was what the key
decision-making organs believed, not lower-level functionaries.
Sir Stafford Cripps, the British ambassador in Moscow and a general booster of the
Soviets, gave a mixed review of their capabilities to the Chiefs of Staff on 16 June. He
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explained that “the Army was in good heart”, with “a considerable quantity of armoured
fighting vehicles, though their quality was unknown.” He reported the Soviet air force as
strong numerically, with a new fighter that held some potential, while the young soldiers
were possessed of strong “anti-German feeling.” However, he guessed that Soviet staff
work would “probably be poor” and that “the military machine might break down owing
to failure of organization and supply”.

Outlining three possibilities arising from a

German ultimatum to the Soviet Union, the only military one he provided entailed a
short campaign, followed by a Soviet defeat. 111 In a private conversation, Cripps told the
Minister for Economic Warfare, Hugh Dalton, his view that the Soviets could not put up
an organized resistance to the Germans for more than a few weeks, a view Dalton noted
was “at that time, official British military opinion.” 112
Be that as it may, Cripps’ view was much more optimistic than that of the British
intelligence community. A 14 June Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC—the senior British
intelligence body) analysis of the potential shape of a Nazi-Soviet war categorized Soviet
forces as large, but suffering from inherent failings: obsolescent equipment, a lack of
initiative, an unwillingness to accept responsibility, poor maintenance, and a weak
offensive capability. 113 Though careful not to tie itself to a specific date, in a paper issued
9 June the JIC calculated Germany would require just four to six weeks to occupy the
Ukraine and reach Moscow. 114 This estimate noted that “there is no doubt that steps have
been taken to remove many of the defects in the army and air force which the Finnish war
revealed” 115, but it does not appear anyone really took this caveat all that seriously. Even
the JIC itself did not seem to place much value in it: a revised estimate issued five days
later (14 June) gave the Soviets three to four weeks at the earliest, six weeks at the outset;
having disposed of the Soviet Union, the Germans would then need just four to eight
111
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weeks more to again ready an invasion of Britain. 116 The Germans would not even need
all their bombers to subdue the Soviets: a 19 June analysis of the recent reduction in
German bombing thought that this might be due to a plan to conserve the German air
force for heavy campaigns against both Britain and the USSR simultaneously. The Soviet
air force was rated as large, but its best fighter equivalent only to the British Hurricane
(not the RAF’s finest), and the rest of its aircraft “markedly inferior in performance to
corresponding types possessed by the Germans.” 117
The British official history admits that “rigorous” Soviet security measures and a simple
lack of effort and funding, due to an overwhelming focus on the Axis, were responsible for
this somewhat inaccurate picture. 118 But as F.H. Hinsley (official historian of British
intelligence efforts during the war) pointed out, this was also the result of not just
inattention, the Finnish campaign, or excellent Soviet security, but Soviet diplomacy as
well:
She had been increasing her defensive preparations and issuing political
warnings, backed by military movements, against Germany’s expansion to the
south-east; but she had also been doing her utmost to propitiate Germany—
renewing the trade agreement in January, resuming her supplies to Germany
and increasing them month by month, acquiescing in extensive German
violations of her air-space, withdrawing recognition of the Belgian, Norwegian
and Yugoslav governments in May, and maintaining towards other western
governments not merely an uncommunicative attitude, but even a pose of
unconcern which culminated on 14 June in her public denial of the rumours
that Germany was about to attack her. In relation to the German threat this
policy was no doubt well considered. It is sufficiently explained by the need of
the Russian government to gain time and by its wish to make it plain in Russia
and to the world, in the event of a German invasion, that Russia had not
provoked it. In Whitehall, however, as for other governments that watched
from outside, it necessarily created uncertainty as to whether Russia would
resist if Germany increased the pressure or if Germany attacked. 119
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To these rational assessments of Soviet military capability we can perhaps add a
psychological element: nationalist pride. After all, if Hitler had smashed Britain and
France so easily on land, then surely the Soviets, who Finland had made look like
imbeciles during the Winter War just a few months earlier, had no chance of victory. 120
These attitudes and opinions cannot be dismissed as some sort of uniquely British
myopia.

Stafford Cripps also reported to his government on 16 June the prevailing

diplomatic view, that no more than three or four weeks of Soviet resistance could be
expected. 121 While, as Hinsley notes, Cripps’ survey of the diplomatic field “was at one
with all the Whitehall departments”, 122 it also mirrored the opinions of advisors at the
highest levels of the United States as well.

The American Secretary for War told

Roosevelt that he and the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that the German military
would only be occupied with the Soviet Union “for a minimum of one month and a
possible maximum of three months.” 123
Lastly, the Germans too were dismissive of the Soviets’ chances. In September 1940,
General Franz Halder, Chief of the German General Staff, recorded his opinion of the Red
Army as: “Improving, but will take four years to reach its former level.” 124 A follow-on
look on 16 January 1941, as the Finns were humiliating the Soviets, minuted
Russian armaments: Obsolete material; what is new is copied from foreign
nations. Command mechanical! Lack intellectual caliber. 125
And of course, Hitler’s infamous quote that “we only have to kick in the door and the
whole rotten structure will come crashing down” 126 sums up the reason he felt able to
120
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launch Barbarossa in the first place. To Hitler, Soviet Russia might as well have been
Tsarist Russia, that state that Germany had forced to terms just a couple of decades
earlier while the bulk of the German army was away in France.

“The Russians are

inferior”, their army, “leaderless.” Populated by the inferior Slavic race, and ruled by an
inherently weak Jewish-Bolshevik government, the Soviet Union would fall in four to five
months, he felt. 127
In all this there was the occasional dissenting voice. Brigadier E.O. Skaife of Britain’s
Political Intelligence Department (and former military attaché to the Soviet Union) 128
delivered a lengthy memorandum on 12 May 1941 strongly disagreeing with the prevailing
assessment of Soviet military capability. He felt that Stalin was the key: in a war he would
unite the country behind him, and be prepared to burn Moscow and retreat all the way to
Sverdlovsk if need be. The Soviets would not only survive, but come out of the war all the
stronger. However, while the Foreign Office at first placed a decent amount of weight
behind Skaife’s report, his report also stated a firm belief that Hitler was highly unlikely
to attack the Soviet Union. After causing some remark, it seems to have faded away with
ultimately little impact in the wake of the momentous news that the Germans had indeed
invaded after all. 129
Barbarossa Begins
The Germans launched their invasion of the Soviet Union on 22 June, 1941. From the
start, at the highest circles of power British opinions of the Soviet Union’s chances of
survival were gloomy. The very day the invasion commenced, General John Dill, Chief of
the Imperial General Staff, was heard to comment that “I suppose they’ll be rounded up in
hordes”: he gave the Soviets seven weeks at the most. 130 Alexander Cadogan recorded in
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his diary eight days later that General Dill remained “gloomy about Russian prospects,”
although the acerbic Cadogan, who thought somewhat poorly of Dill, also noted that Dill
holding such an opinion was “the only hopeful sign.” 131 Dill had an attitude of hostility to
and deprecation of the Soviets that went back some years: in 1935 he had questioned the
value of the Soviet Union as an ally and had even suggested that Germany should be
allowed to expand eastwards at Soviet expense. Even though Britain and the USSR now
shared a common enemy, Director of Military Operations John Kennedy said that, to Dill,
the Soviets were “so foul that he hated the idea of any close association with them.” 132
In these sorts of attitudes, Dill matched up well with most of his comrades. General
Ismay, one of Churchill’s chief military advisors and who from 1933 to 1936 had been
responsible for military intelligence with regards to the Soviet Union, was pessimistic as
well. 133 He related that Dill was not alone in his opinion that the “Germans would go
through them like a hot knife through butter.” 134 General Alan Brooke, commander of the
Home Forces and soon to replace Dill as Chief of the Imperial General Staff, later claimed
that “my own opinion at the time, and an opinion that was shared by most people, was
that Russia would not last long, possibly 3 or 4 months, possibly slightly longer.” 135 John
Kennedy, over at the War Office, admitted that when the news broke “we did not think
the Russians would stand up for long.” 136 The opinion of the War Office regarding the
Soviet military in general, noted Harold Nicholson—an MP working at the Ministry of
Information—was “coloured by political prejudices and by the fact that Stalin murdered
most of his senior officers”; 137 he reported the Parliamentary Undersecretary of State for
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War as claiming “80% of the War Office experts think that Russia will be knocked out in
ten days.” 138 Churchill in his memoirs stated plainly that “Almost all responsible military
opinion held that the Russian armies would soon be defeated and largely destroyed.”139
Churchill too was negative, at least in this early period. Just before the invasion broke,
John Colville, Churchill’s Assistant Private Secretary, recorded Churchill as stating on the
21st that “Russia will assuredly be defeated.” 140
Others throughout the British government felt much the same.

The Ministry of

Economic Warfare anticipated that the Germans would suffer neither heavy casualties
nor any great degree of military exhaustion in beating the Red Army. 141 Harold Nicolson
himself thought it likely that the Soviets had about three weeks in them, 142 and wrote of
going over at work the plans for home morale in the event of a Soviet collapse. 143 MP and
former Secretary of State for War Hore-Belisha, according to John Kennedy, also gave the
Soviets a mere three weeks. 144 In early July Christopher Warner, head of the Foreign
Office’s Northern Department, opposed a Soviet request to circulate Soviet war
propaganda in Britain, including dissemination by the BBC; after all, “if the Germans are
in Moscow in a fortnight or three weeks, not many Russian films will reach us.” 145
Perhaps no greater proof as to British pessimism regarding Soviet staying power can be
found than when, on 25 June, three days after Barbarossa had gotten underway, the
Chiefs of Staff ordered that British anti-invasion troops be kept on alert, and be brought
to maximum readiness by 1 September. Not until 23 July was it decided that an invasion
was unlikely before 1942; even then, the analysis was based on updated intelligence that
138
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revealed no signs of German troops marshaling in France, rather than any appreciation of
the Soviets as a force able to contain (let alone defeat) Germany. 146
If few were disposed to give much for the Soviet Union’s chances of survival, even a poor
showing was useful to the British cause, and so the idea was that the Soviets should be
encouraged to hold on as long as possible. While certain they would fold like a house of
cards, as demonstrated above the British believed that not even the Wehrmacht could
collapse it in under a month—there was simply too much space to operate in and too
many Red Army units to defeat. 147 Alexander Cadogan complained in his diary on 1 July
that “We are not prepared to take advantage of the Heaven-sent (and short) [emphasis
added—KH] opportunity of the Germans being heavily engaged in Russia. We shall look
awful fools! But there it is.” 148
Cadogan’s complaints aside, a British military mission under Noel Mason-Macfarlane had
been dispatched to the Soviet Union in late June. John Kennedy told Macfarlane at the
time that
We don’t think this is anything more than an off-chance. But we can’t even
afford to miss even a poor chance like this. Your job will be to do what you
can to help to keep the Russian war going, and so exhaust the Boche. Even if
we only manage to keep it going in Siberia, as we did with the White Russians
after the last war, that will be something. Another job will be to do what you
can to ensure that demolitions are carried out by the Russians as they go
back—it would be especially important to demolish the Caucasus oil-fields if
they have to be given up. 149
General Dill, seeing the mission off, took pains to make clear that Macfarlane’s duty was
not to promote collaboration but to “form centres of improvised resistance further east.”
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When (not “if”) this proved hopeless, Macfarlane was to head for India, which, Dill
helpfully noted, “would be a very long walk.” 150
On 7 July, the Chiefs of Staff issued guidelines to its representatives in the forthcoming
negotiations with a Soviet military mission. They were told the main objective was
prolonging Soviet resistance “as long as possible”, and reminded that “we are not allied
with Russia nor do we entirely trust that country.” 151 An early War Office directive stated
that cooperation with Soviet Union did not “extend to military alliance”, nor were there
“any plans for despatch of military forces or supply of war material.” Initial plans right
through to the level of the Chiefs of Staff were largely aimed at exploiting to the utmost
the “temporary recession” of the invasion threat to Britain: Churchill summed the whole
attitude up as the need to “make hell while the sun shines.” 152
It was in early July that the first glimmers of hope emerged that something more than
another in a long line of Nazi victories was in the offing. As John Colville noted in his
diary on 3 July, “The Russians are being driven back on all fronts but seem to be fighting
hard and not disheartened.” 153 At the end of the first week of July, the Chiefs of Staff
stated at a War Cabinet meeting that “The German attacks have resulted in considerable
advances, but the Red Army is still fighting better than we might have hoped.” 154 Soviet
resistance in fact seemed to the Chiefs as too good to be true, flying as it did in the face of
long-standing beliefs in the (in)competence of the Soviet war machine. The Chiefs told
the War Cabinet on 14 July that “The situation might well be more serious than the
Russians were prepared to admit…”. 155 On 17 July the Chiefs of Staff weekly war report
noted that it was emerging “from several sources” that Germany had been surprised by
the scale of Russian resistance and the extent of German casualties, and was preparing for
150
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a slowing of the advance. However, it cautioned that “for all the slowing up of the
advance, it still continues.” 156 On 28 and 31 July the possibility of immediate collapse was
excluded from JIC estimates, though the Germans were still expected to be successful
enough that they could disengage forces for other theatres. 157
Still, an eventual Soviet defeat remained the going assumption, through to the highest
levels. Based on evidence of recent Soviet disasters obtained through Enigma intercepts,
the Chiefs had decided that the Soviet army was “too inexperienced and the Russian
machine too clumsy” to beat the Germans.

The fall of Leningrad and Moscow was

expected shortly, with the Red Army’s self-demobilization and the creation of a Nazi
puppet state to follow. 158 JIC estimates of 3 July and 23 July continued to discount the
notion of prolonged Soviet resistance, 159 while plans dating to 1939-40 160 to bomb the
oilfields of Baku were dusted off and new plans for organizing sabotage in the Caucasus
and seizing Soviet shipping drawn up. 161
During a War Cabinet meeting on 17 July, the prevailing notion was a need to act rapidly.
Churchill said that the three weeks required to ship fresh tanks to Egypt to support a new
offensive there against the Axis could be catastrophic: “The situation in Russia during that
period might have changed drastically to our disadvantage and we might be faced with an
imminent threat of invasion”; General Dill agreed. 162

Clement Attlee stressed the

importance of “re-occupying Cyrenaica whilst the Germans were still engaged on the
Russian front”, with of course the implication that said engagement would not last long.
Prime Minister Fraser of New Zealand, visiting London at that time, sounded his
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agreement with Atlee’s points. 163 On 1 August in a follow-up meeting the same opinions
emerged: Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden stated
If the Russians held the Germans, they would be in a position to say that they
had won the war for us at a period when we had been unable to take any
offensive action. If the Russians failed, then not only would our chance of a
successful offensive pass but we should be accused of having done nothing to
save them. 164
August 1941 marked a major milestone. The fatalistic six- to eight-week deadline that was
to have culminated in a triumphant Nazi march through Red Square had come and gone,
but the Soviets appeared to have never received the memo. The Red Army continued to
fight all along the front, though its losses to date were horrific and could only grow worse.
A 1 August JIC paper was encouraging 165, and John Colville recorded on 2 August that
“The Russians seem to be holding their position and situation at Smolensk is satisfactory.
If they can but hold another three months the war is as good as won and Napoleon’s
precedent will have been followed with almost uncanny exactitude.” 166 Colville further
noted on 11 August that “even the military [is] admitting that the Russian army was
technically better equipped and trained than had been expected.” 167
Attitudes had slowly begun to change, but the doubters remained, only slightly less
pessimistic than before. An 8 August JIC paper examined probable German actions
following the collapse of the Soviets, 168 while for General Ismay there was merely “a
glimmer of hope that they might be able to hang on to Moscow and Leningrad until the
Russian winter set in.” 169

An analysis of the general war situation from the British

perspective, presented to the Americans on 20 August, stated outright that Soviet
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resistance could have no decisive influence on the course of the war. 170 By the time this
report was issued, the joint invasion of Iran was only five days off, and planning had been
well underway for some time, making further examination pointless. Even after the
completion of the invasion, Martin Gilbert states that Churchill “still felt that the danger
of a Russian defeat before America entered the war was considerable.” 171
It is clear that those in charge of directing the British war effort indeed thought little of
the Soviet Union’s chances for survival in mid-1941.

However, this raises a major

question: if Britain thought so little of the Soviet ability to resist, then why would they be
interested in seeing the Soviet Union enter the war? After all, a German victory in the
East would be a huge morale boost for the Germans, and a corresponding negative for the
British. It would also give the Germans access to all the resources they would need to
continue the war (especially oil) and thus enable them to ignore the British naval
blockade. Lastly, it would place them in position to put heavy pressure on Turkey to join
the Axis, and threaten India and Britain’s Middle East holdings as well.
Victor Rothwell believes that this apparently contradictory view can be explained by
recalling that the general British opinion was that the Germans were either going to
invade the Soviet Union, or present that country with a series of extremely powerful
demands, no matter what Britain did or did not do. If Germany issued a major ultimatum
in place of an invasion, which many in the British government thought likely, then in
order to meet this ultimatum the Soviets would likely be required to make a staggering
series of concessions. 172 British government documents back this impression up: for
example, in an 8 May 1941 meeting of the War Cabinet, it was stated that “it would be a
mistake to think that Russia would resist any German demands except those which would
affect Stalin's position at home.” 173
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The result of such concessions would be a Soviet Union closed to British diplomacy and
interests and a Germany uncontested in the East, with nearly all its resource needs met:
in such a scenario, the Soviets would have, for all practical purposes, become a German
satellite. At least with an invasion the Germans, no matter how easy a time they might
have of it, would take some casualties, suffer wear and tear on their vehicles, and have to
deal with the burdens of occupying so vast a state. As H. Hanak pointed out, that the
British did not want the Germans to succeed is easily demonstrated by the repeated
warnings issued to Stalin and other high-ranking Soviets in the lead-up to the invasion. 174
The significance of the British belief in a rapid Soviet defeat is two-fold. Firstly, as
planning for the invasion of Iran was well underway by the start of August 1941, the
consistent pattern of thorough British disparagement of Soviet capabilities we have seen
up to that time (even if opinions began to turn somewhat as the attack on Iran neared)
lends further strong evidence to the argument that British motives for intervention in
Iran were solidly in the pro-imperial interests camp. After all, what is the point in
planning to launch an invasion, at a time when resources are extremely scarce, for the
purposes of long-term supply of a country you do not believe is going to survive long
enough to receive it? The issue of supply will be more closely examined in Chapter V.
Secondly, if the Soviet Union was to be knocked out of the war by Germany, then it
meant that German regulars would very soon be in strength in the Caucasus, directly
bordering northern Iran. This in turn meant that soon the British would likely be forced
to defend their vital Middle East holdings against a frontal German assault. In such
circumstances, a potential German fifth column in Iran, able to strike when the British
were least prepared to meet it, was a serious concern. It is to the matter of the fifth
column that we will turn to next.
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Attitudes and opinions of Iran and the German threat
The launch of Barbarossa at a stroke reversed the conditions surrounding over a century
of on-again, off-again hostility between Russia and Great Britain in the Middle East.
Rather than fearing a Soviet attempt to seize territory in the region, Britain could take
comfort in the fact that the USSR was now fighting for its life against Germany, and thus
was much too busy to worry about comparatively insignificant periphery states. But as
the Soviet threat receded, the recent German involvement in neighbouring Iraq, as
ultimately insignificant as it was, made clear the potential for Axis mischief in the Middle
East, while the steady German advance towards the Caucasus made the British painfully
aware of the security of their rear areas. Iran, such a key nation to the British in terms of
communications and oil supplies, was nominally neutral, but it remained to be seen just
what that neutrality worth in their eyes.
Iranian Neutrality
The Iranian government had taken definite steps to make plain their non-combatant
stance from the very start of the war in 1939, and had continuously striven to make this
clear to all as events unfolded, an approach Sir Reader Bullard, the British minister in
Tehran, described as a “frantic neutrality.” The government-controlled press was not
allowed to publish independent commentary on the war’s progress, instead being limited
to reprints of other countries’ reports. 175 Foreigners were forbidden from “conduct or
speech prejudicial to Iran’s declared neutrality”, and Iranian subjects were prohibited
from discussing the war with them. 176 In March 1941, the Iranian government also issued
a blanket prohibition against attendance at any embassy by Iranian officers. 177
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And yet, British officials posted in Tehran could not fail to notice the markedly pro-Axis
tenor of what they termed “public opinion” as 1939 drew to a close:
Pro-Ally Iranian circles continue to state that the major portion of Iranian
current opinion is much in favour of Germany. They frankly say that the
reason for this is the British diplomatic policy of indifference or laissez faire
during the past years. “Britain has made no effort to prevent the now
considerable German penetration of Iran, nor has she encouraged Iran to take
a firmer attitude with the Soviets. Lastly, she has not made any effort to
maintain her own position.” As a result the prestige of Britain in Iran is, they
state, at a low ebb. 178
A press attaché report made in September 1940 showed little to no change:
Pro-German feeling, for the same reasons as formerly, is still predominant.
A German victory continues to be regarded as both likely and desirable….
German propaganda regarding the origins of the war (such as the German
and Italian right to colonies, the so-called injustices of the treaty of Versailles,
the selfish desires of the decadent democracies to hold back young and virile
nations, etc.) are generally accepted. 179
And lastly, a report in May 1941 gave a most detailed overview of the various segments of
public opinion as the region nervously awaited war:
In spite of the undoubted anxiety and fear to which the approach of war
towards Iran gives rise, the apparent likelihood of German intervention in Iran
is generally welcomed. There is, of course, a minority of pro-British Persians
who regret—I would not say oppose—it, and a small minority (who are not
necessarily anti-German) whose material interests are bound up with the
continuance of affairs as they are and therefore do not want any change. For
the rest, there are the minority who are pro-German by conviction, and the
vast majority of the people who hate the Shah and consistently attribute his
sins to the British Government. 180
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In addition to the bitter legacy left between the two countries by British actions over the
past century (detailed earlier), there were several disputes of more recent vintage that
only served to fuel the flames of suspicion. If not so major as to lead to war, they still left
plenty of reason for a degree of hostility. The British government disliked the friendly
relations between the Shah’s government and Germany, even if they were largely
commercial in nature. They also resented the Shah for pressuring the AIOC to increase
its yearly oil payment to Iran once the war began. Bullard, writing to London in 1940 on
the prospects of a wartime alliance with Iran, delivered a scathing indictment of the
notion:
As a general observation, I should like to add that the Persians are likely to
prove the most difficult and possibly the most treacherous of allies. We must
avoid putting ourselves in their hands more than we can possibly help. Any
cooperation between ourselves and the Persian government will be fraught
with vexation at every step. 181
On the other side, the Shah had discovered that the number of British employees
stationed at the AIOC oilfields had dramatically increased, and that most of these
newcomers were army officers. He ordered that no new visas be issued to British AIOC
employees, and ordered the general in charge of the oil district to see that the company
fully complied with all the regulations and laws of the land. The Shah’s actions, though
perfectly reasonable from the perspective of a sovereign nation concerned with control
over its resources and attempts to maintain neutrality, only served to increase British
mistrust. 182
The simple fact of the matter was that Iran, having been the unwilling plaything of Britain
(and Russia) for over a century, was understandably inclined to favour the Germans, and
Bullard did not delude himself to the contrary:
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It would be flattering to our self-esteem if we could attribute the natural proGermanism of the Iranian to his baseness and his inability to appreciate the
more disinterested parts of the British case. He is base, and he doesn’t believe
that anyone is ever disinterested, but at the same time it would be foolish to
expect our defence of freedom and independence to be taken at its face value
by a people who live close to India and the Arab States in the Persian Gulf,
who have heard something about our Zionist policy, and who interpret in a
fashion highly discreditable to ourselves the Anglo-Russian Agreement of 1907
[dividing the country into British and Russian spheres] and the Anglo-Persian
Treaty of 1919 [guaranteeing British access to Iranian oil]. The fact is that
Germany is in a strong position in having no overseas possessions and in being
able to throw stones at Great Britain without fear of being hurt by a
rebound… 183
Sir Clarmont Skrine, writing of his experience in Iran, recalled that “British consulates
and communities in the provinces were systematically boycotted”, though the harshness
of this boycott varied from province to province based on “the degree of Anglophobia,
real or assumed, shown by the higher officials” there. As an example, Skrine tells us of
Meshed [Mashhad], Iran’s second city, where on no occasion did Iranians (either officially
or unofficially) visit the British consulate-general or receive anyone from it, except for the
Iranian Governor-General on formal occasions. At these official receptions the British
guests were entertained in a separate room.

Local domestic staff became almost

impossible to hire. 184
But there was more than a simple dislike or hatred of the British; noted too was a
preference for the Third Reich. This was not just in terms of public opinion, but in
official action as well. One report on the Iranian press remarked that “once again” they
were demonstrating “gross partiality by the increased publication of German news
telegrams … Havas and Reuters telegrams, too, are often mutilated and cut before
publication.” 185 Radio sets onboard interned German ships, supposedly shut down by the
Iranian authorities as part of the internment process, were still being used by the
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Germans; all the Iranians did was come aboard and shut them down again, not even
bothering to report these breaches to Tehran. 186 And despite Iranian claims that it was
extremely difficult to obtain visas, “it is apparent that in practice the police grant visas
freely to Germans.” 187 A press attaché report from May 1940 wrote that “the present
[Iranian] Prime Minister, who has the reputation of being corrupt to a degree seldom
surpassed even by Persians, is said to be in their [German] hands. It is common talk that
he was given his appointment because he was acceptable to the Germans.” 188
Not all signs of pro-Axis leanings were based on rumour or subtle action. When the
German blitzkrieg rolled over France and the Low Countries, crowds of Iranians gathered
in Tehran’s Sepah Square and cheered as each German success was announced. 189 Of this
period, Bullard was later to write
Iran was officially neutral, but nothing could make the Iranians as a whole
really neutral. In spite of the Russo-German non-aggression pact Germany
was regarded in Iran as the eternal foe of Russia and therefore as the natural
friend of Iran, and Great Britain shared to some extent the odium attached to
Russia, as her Ally in the First World War, and as having helped her, as the
Iranians mistakenly held, to carve up Iran in 1907. Moreover the Iranians
knew Germany as a favourable market and source of supply, and the Germans
as professing a flattering respect for their common Aryanism. Except in the
south and east, where the British had been known for scores of years, Iran was
almost solidly pro-German. 190
Once Barbarossa was launched Iran was quick to proclaim its neutrality with regards to
the now-widened war as well, issuing a statement on 26 June 1941. 191 On 15 July, in a letter
to The Times of London, the Iranian Minister in London expanded on that declaration:
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No pressure nor inducement of any kind has been brought to bear upon or
offered to Iran by any foreign government. The exercise of any such pressures
or inducements will not be permitted by the Iranian government, which is
strong enough not to tolerate it, and any such reports are mere illusions which
reflect a lack of knowledge and of insight into the true position of Iran.
The question of the residence of all foreign nationals in Iran is governed by
the laws and regulations in force in the country, and no foreigners, irrespective
of their nationality, are permitted, or are in a position to infringe, such laws or
to act in any way detrimental to the safety of the strict neutrality of Iran. 192
The statement that “no pressure nor inducement of any kind has been brought to bear”
was most definitely not the case: each power had indeed brought to bear such pressures,
and suspected or outright knew that its friends and rivals both had done the same. Still,
it was a definite statement of intent, with particular emphasis on the inability of foreign
nationals to affect Iran’s foreign policy. But again, public pro-Axis outbursts continued
unabated: Iranians returned to the centre of Tehran to cheer loudly each time the fall of a
Soviet town or city was announced. 193 Neutral or not, the Iranian people seemed ripe for
German agitation, and perhaps even bolder German steps.
The German Fifth Column
The technique used was similar to that which was applied to Iraq, with the emphasis
on commercial penetration. Persia was trying at feverish speed to bring herself up to the
economic level of Western nations; in technology and in finance she needed expert
assistance … the Germans were ready, apparently with no other object than commercial
activity, to supply it, and in Tehran, the capital, there grew a large colony of German
business men secretly subject to the Nazi discipline. Trade is followed by the flag.
Inspiring pictures of the Hitler Youth began to appear mysteriously in the little shops of
Tabriz and Hamadan. Persians were insidiously taught to regard German goods and
German methods as unquestionably superior to those of any other country; from there
they were led towards thinking that German views were the only ones that counted….
—PAIFORCE: The Official Story of the Persia and Iraq Command, 1941-1946 194
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So goes the breathless account of the 1948 British official history of the campaign in Iran,
PAIFORCE, which depicts a sinister cabal of German conspirators lurking at the heart of a
country “high on the list of German targets”. 195 Clothed in the guise of simple technicians
and merchants, they feverishly wormed their way into positions of power, laying the
groundwork for the German armed forces they one day expected to arrive.
As melodramatic as PAIFORCE’s description of the situation is, to British planners in
London in mid-1941 it would likely have read as sober analysis. Once the war began, the
British predictably became more concerned with the number and activities of the citizens
of the Reich in key territories across the globe, and Iran was no exception.
The worry over German citizens and their activities in Iran long predated the war itself,
though it had not always been that way. In the 1920s, British interests in Iran were not
felt to conflict with those of Weimar Germany, and the arrival of German advisors there
was actually viewed in a sympathetic light. 196 This was noted by other nations as well: a
Soviet memorandum from 1926 observed that
Germany, in endeavouring to win for herself a stable position in Persian
economics, is not coming forward alone, but, on the contrary, is seeking
contact with British capital.
The latter, being too sure of its power and the security of its position, is
not only not in opposition to the consolidation of Germany in Persia, but even,
to a certain extent, is encouraging German capital in this direction.
This, at first sight incomprehensible, policy of England is explained by her
desire to make use of Germany as an instrument against the USSR in Persia.
This tendency has become so manifest recently that it might be said that a
tacit arrangement had been made on the basis of which England allows
Germany comparative freedom of action in Northern Persia. In Southern
Persia England is more zealous in protecting her position.
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The same memorandum stated that Britain was even interested in Germany becoming a
large consumer of [presumably AIOC] oil. 197
This paper is not intended to examine in any great depth the Soviet opinion of or
approach to the matter of the German community in Iran. However, a quick look at
Soviet attitudes, which were quite similar to those the British held, helps explain how the
British might have arrived at the same sort of conclusions, and as the invasion was a joint
effort some insight into Soviet opinions is relevant. The British Foreign Office annual
reports on the Soviet Union record workable—if hardly friendly—relations between the
Soviets and Iran from 1933 through 1936. In 1937 and 1938 relations took a turn for the
worse, due to a previously unremarked-upon factor. The report for 1937 notes the reason:
From time to time during the year under review the Soviet press showed
considerable alarm at the indications of German economic and political
penetration in Iran and at the success of German propaganda in that
country. 198
The compiler of the report noted that “it would seem as though the Soviet fears, at any
rate in so far as the spread of German economic influence is concerned, were not entirely
unjustified.” 199 The report for 1938 echoes this, stating that “Relations … continued to be
as bad during 1938 as in 1937, chiefly owing to Soviet displeasure at the continuance of
German economic and political penetration in Iran.” 200 Contrary to the claims of F.
Eshraghi, 201 the Soviet Union took a negative and aggressive view of the German colony
even before the start of the Second World War, with complaints about excessive numbers
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of German technicians in Iran date back to at least 1936. 202 Clearly it was not just the
British who feared German encroachment in the country.
Like the Soviets, British intelligence kept a careful watch on German commercial
enterprise in Iran prior to the war, as well as a general tally of the number of German
citizens in the country. For example, the 1936 Annual Report for Iran noted that “the
number of Germans resident in Iran continued to increase during the year. The German
colony in Tehran was estimated to have reached 450, and in Isfahan it grew in three years
from about fifteen to fifty.” 203 The 1937 Annual Report simply stated that “Statistics are
not available, but the number of Germans in Iran must have continued to increase in
1937.” 204 A 1938 intelligence summary from the British legation in Tehran, published
shortly after Munich, contained a new section entitled “European Crisis” which had this
to say:
It is learned from a reliable source that the German Legation in Tehran,
together with the local Nazi organization, summoned a number of their
countrymen and issued instructions on how they were to act in Tehran in the
event of war breaking out. Similar action had also been taken in all important
towns in the provinces.
There are now approximately 3,000 Germans in Iran, and this number is
steadily increasing. 205
Interestingly enough, the 1938 Annual Report made no comment on the size of the
German colony whatsoever, and certainly did not attempt to explain an increase from
some 500+ to 3,000. A September 1939 report gave the number of Germans in Tehran
alone as 3,000, 206 though in a summary report for the year 1939 that population was back
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down to 1,500 again. 207 An April 1940 update gave 1,700 Germans in all of Iran, with the
source being noted as reliable and from within the German legation itself. 208 And yet just
a month later, intelligence could be no more specific than reporting “considerable
numbers”. 209
In the period before the invasion of the Soviet Union these fluctuations were perhaps not
so unusual: there were plenty of routes for German citizens to come and go from Iran as
needed. A May 1941 note covering the Iraq situation stated outright that German agents
were believed to be entering Iraq through neutral Turkey; 210 a note from late July 1941
records the same thing about Germans entering from Turkey and into Iran. 211 The British
do not appear to have noticed the changing and even conflicting numbers until after
Barbarossa began, except to worriedly note what they saw as an escalating trend.
Regardless of these fluctuations or discrepancies, in the eyes of the British at the time
there was a definite threat. At first the notion of the threat was limited to its propaganda
value. The Bullard-composed Annual Report for 1939, speaking of the estimated 1,500
Germans in Tehran, spoke of them as “Well-organized and active”, “carrying out a
whispering campaign in the bazaars which, aided by the average Iranian’s gullibility and
ignorance of world affairs, has proven an effective form of propaganda.” 212 Consular
intelligence began reporting on this propaganda activity by the German colony:
During the past ten days newsvendors have been shouting misleading
statements such as “Rebellion in India against the English!” “100,000 Indian
soldiers killed!” “English army surrounded” &c. In cafés small groups have
been listening to obviously prepared statements read out by one of their
number ostensibly from a newspaper. Action to counter this has been taken. 213
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It was assumed that this was part of an ongoing, orchestrated campaign, with not just the
German legation involved, but all elements of the German colony in Iran:
It is reliably reported that the leading German firms in Iran … subscribe
monthly sums to a fund under the supervision of the German Military Attaché
at the German Legation. This fund is used for propaganda purposes, both in
the Iranian press and elsewhere. Recently newsvendors … have been shouting
false news. When questioned, they stated that they had orders to do so. 214
German agitators targeted pro-independence Indians with propaganda, and were also
said to be behind the crowds of Iranians that gathered in the centre of Tehran to cheer
the news of German successes: “It is stated on good authority that German agents paid 5
rials each to many of those listening to take part in this demonstration.” 215

When

discontent spread amongst the Iranian tribal peoples located near the oil fields, this was
“credibly attributed” to German intrigues designed to stir up those peoples against the
British. 216 Since, in February 1915 those same tribes had, with the assistance of German
agents, cut the pipeline from Abadan and created a five-month halt in production, this
worry was anything but far-fetched. 217
Sometimes this propaganda abandoned subtlety and moved into the realm of outright
fantasy, such as when reports spread to the more isolated provinces by Germans coming
from Tehran spoke of the fall of Gibraltar, the entry of Spain into the war, and the seizure
of the Suez Canal by the Italians. 218 Regardless of some of this effort’s more absurd
characteristics, and despite occasional crackdowns by the Iranian authorities when it
grew too bold, 219 the campaign as a whole was a genuine source of worry for the British.
The Annual Report for 1940 explained that it had “all the necessary elements—pamphlets
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and periodicals, a whispering campaign, films and news reels, and above all, wireless
broadcasts in Persian.” 220 A July 1940 “Enemy Propaganda” report examined the matter in
detail:
German oral propaganda continues [to be] active throughout Iran and an
anti-British feeling is being fomented by a well-trained body of German agents.
The latter are, it would appear, striving to encourage discontented Iranians
who form so large a percentage of the population to believe that most of the
evils, economic, administrative, &c., from which Iran is now suffering are
directly attributable to the baleful influence exercised over the Shah, his
Ministers and other officials by the British. The British, too, are alleged to be
responsible for Reza Shah’s accession to power and to have encouraged him in
his profligate and wasteful expenditures of the country’s resources during the
past fifteen years; the misery, ruin, economic difficulties, high taxation, and
increased cost of living are therefore directly the result of British evil influence.
There is reason to believe that an increasingly large number of Iranians are
ready to believe this.
The local press is on the whole hostile. German and Italian news items are
in the most cases greatly in excess of British. Such articles as are written on
the world situation tend to exert an anti-British influence on local readers.
German newspapers, and a well-produced propaganda picture paper called
Signal, are on sale from newsagents. The latter paper is becoming increasingly
popular. 221
A December 1940 report admitted that German propaganda continued to enjoy success,
and that British counter-propaganda had failed to make “any appreciable headway against
it.” 222 In a strong statement of the belief of the British in the inflated German numbers
they themselves were producing, Bullard gave in his Annual Report for 1940 his reasons
for the effectiveness to date of German propaganda, one of them being that the British
were “far less numerous than the Germans”. 223
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The first sign in British eyes of the colony moving from a simple disseminator of
propaganda to an outright security threat came in May 1940, just after the Low Countries
had fallen. Bullard issued a telegram to all British consuls in Iran, stating that
Activity of large and growing German colonies here suggests that the
Germans might attempt a coup of some kind on the lines familiar in Europe.
Whatever form the move took it would doubtless involve hostility to British
interests. Anglo-Persian Oil Company are alive to the danger, but consuls
should consider the possibility in its widest aspects and report by telegraph,
giving the approximate number of Germans and whether obviously organized
or not.
Although the possibility is perhaps remote, it would be wise to burn
unostentatiously secret papers that are not required, and to be prepared to
burn at a moment's notice cyphers…. 224
An intelligence report out of the British legation in Tehran that same day reported that
Since the outbreak of war the staff of the German Legation has increased
from about eight to thirty-four. A number of them are ex-officers or reserve
officers. German business houses in Tehran have also increased abnormally:
A.E.G., which usually has a staff of about thirty, is now seventy-three, and
Messrs. Schluter's staff has grown from six to eighteen. Many of these men
have very little or nothing to do, so it is to be assumed that they form part of
the German Fifth Column in Iran.
It has been noticed recently that the Germans are cultivating the
friendship of Iranians with whom they have contacts or business relations.
Attempts have also been made to get into touch with Iranians known to be
against the present régime… 225
The report, the first to speak of the German community as a fifth column, had a glum
conclusion:
It is probable that as much as 70 per cent of the middle and upper classes in
Northern Iran are pro-German. They have been subject to intense propaganda
on the part of the large number of Germans now in the country, who are
estimated at between 1,700 and 2,000. Many of these have entered Iran since
224
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the outbreak of war, and of these latter few are bona-fide merchants. In the
event of the stability of the régime being endangered, it is not impossible that
some of them would be used to instigate a coup d’Etat, should the German
Government decide that the interests of the Reich required the remove from
power of the present Shah. 226
The perceived danger was not limited to a coup: the possibility of sabotage of the AIOC’s
oil wells and refineries existed as well. But though additional Iranian guards were posted
at these sensitive locations upon the outbreak of war, it was felt that the Shah was not
really taking the potential threat seriously:
Strong representations have been made by His Majesty’s Minister to the
Imperial Government about the possible danger to the oil-fields, and regarding
the risk if a sudden attempt to upset the Government by concerted efforts of
[the] Germans on lines similar to those adopted in other countries. This
warning has reached the Shah, but so far he seems to be unwilling to take any
effective counter-measures. The situation is complicated by reliable reports
that the police, as a result of bribery, are favourable to German interests. 227
By this point the German colony was understood to be well-organized along Nazi lines, in
a paramilitary fashion. A 2 June 1941 JIC report estimated their number at 5,000, and
argued that they formed “a highly-developed German Fifth Column”, with “welladvanced” plans for pressuring the Iranian government. 228

Reich citizens reportedly

underwent training disguised as various kinds of sport, and were collected into groups
organized along geographical lines called “blocks” (e.g. Arsenal Block covered the Iranian
military arsenal at Saltanatabad). There were drills organized by the German legation
designed to test “readiness”—for what it was not specified, but an imaginative reader
could fill in the blanks:
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On the 16th of May a practice assembly took place in Tehran. No previous
warning had been given. 600 Germans assembled at various points within
three hours. This apparently was considered inefficient, and further practices
are to take place. 229
The Germans in Tehran underwent shooting drill, practiced throwing hand grenades, and
were taught map reading, with excursions into the countryside being common. Meetings
were held almost daily: all Germans were required to attend at least two of these a week
to keep up with instructions and in contact with the various group leaders. 230 Security at
these meetings was tight, with the Iranian servants being turned out and the Germans
waiting upon themselves. 231 A follow-up report in November 1940 again mentioned the
grenade-practice classes, along with a mention of new Germans “of military age”, some of
them confirmed officers, arriving from the Reich and being placed with local firms and
contractors. 232 When Rashid Ali’s pro-Axis coup seized control of Iraq, it was noted that
“the German Legation here is very active in organizing help”, with several parties of
Germans leaving for northern Iraq and Kurdistan, allegedly to join Ali’s forces. 233
Reports of these paramilitary practices, when coupled with the recent Iraqi coup in May,
made for a powerful argument against the innocent nature of the German colony. It was
also an argument not reliant on the fluctuating reports as to the size of that colony:
whether 1,500, 2,000 or 3,000, or more, those making the argument that the Germans
posed a grave security risk no longer had to hope that mere numbers would hopefully
translate into threat potential in policy makers’ eyes. At the same time, discrepancies in
the totals could be brushed aside by the intelligence reports on this paramilitary
activity—the threat was surely real, even if the exact numbers could not be pinned down.
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As we have seen, the Iraqi coup was in fact an entirely internal in origin: while Rashid Ali
was pro-Axis—and once the British attacked the Luftwaffe was dispatched to support
him—he was a native Iraqi, as were his supporters. In other words, there was no fifth
column behind the coup itself. As we have also seen, in mid-1941 the British believed
otherwise, and in any case that the Germans had come into the Middle East on its heels
was not something that could be ignored. Intelligence reports that the German colony in
Iran had aided the coup were certainly no help for the Iranian government and others
who would argue that the colony was innocuous. When the Germans invaded the Soviet
Union in June 1941 and their forces rushed towards the Caucasus, the British quickly came
to the conclusion that the German inhabitants could no longer be tolerated.
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Towards the invasion of Iran: 22 June 1941 to 25 August 1941
In the Middle East the danger was even more pressing, for the attack on Russia
might be the first move in a general south-easterly advance…. But the question was: how
long would Russia last? If she collapsed there would be large German forces readily
available for exploitation to the south-east, and the Middle East base would then become
liable to attack from a new direction. For more than a year this threat was constantly in
the minds of the Commanders-in-Chief. Only if this is realized can many of their
decisions be properly understood….
—I.S.O. Playfair, The Mediterranean and Middle East Volume II 234
Once Germany invaded the Soviet Union on 22 June 1941, it meant more than the fact that
Britain at last had an ally again. Whereas previously the German citizens living in Iran
were a group one needed to keep a close watch on, but could otherwise live with, almost
immediately upon the invasion of the USSR those citizens were marked as a serious
threat to Allied (and especially British) interests, one that could no longer be ignored.
Efforts to have the German colony removed from Iran began even before the month was
out. It was the Soviets that moved first: as early as 26 June, just four days after the launch
of Barbarossa and the same day that Iran renewed its neutrality, the Soviet ambassador to
Iran delivered a note to the Iranian Foreign Ministry, warning that his government had
“serious evidence” of a planned German coup, utilizing elements of the Iranian army. He
then lodged a protest against the presence of German agents in Iran. 235
On the 27th Britain’s Secretary of State for India, Leo Amery, began campaigning for
action as well. He suggested to the Foreign Secretary that a joint Anglo-Soviet occupation
expel the Germans, and that British airfields could be then set up in Iranian territory. It
was far too soon for such steps, and nothing came of Amery’s ideas at this early date. 236
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It was not just the British and Soviets who suspected that a German threat lurked in Iran.
On 28 June the United States Acting Secretary of State sent an inquiry to the American
Minister in Tehran, Louis G. Dreyfus Jr., seeking information on a rumour concerning the
establishment of a skeletal German General Staff in Tehran. 237 Dreyfus’ reply pointed out
that neither he nor the British possessed reliable info on any Nazi fifth column in Iran.
Despite this admitted lack, he then proceeded to state that it was “known” to be “large,
strategically placed, and well-armed”, with branches throughout the country; “500 tough
and well-armed men could be placed on the streets of Tehran within a few hours.”
Dreyfus doubted that the reported General Staff existed in the German legation (but did
not outright dismiss the notion), and further explained that Iranian police were watching
and restricting German movements.

These efforts were “too desultory and weak”,

however, to prevent the Germans from striking when the moment was right, which
assumedly would be “when German forces penetrate into the Caucasus.” 238
In London on 30 June, the Iranian Minister Mohammed Moggadam expressed his hope to
Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden that the Germans and Soviets would “kill each other” off,
with British power increasing as a result. Eden failed to be persuaded that Iran had
suddenly become a supporter of the British cause. Instead, in the first post-Barbarossa
expression of an official British desire to eliminate the German colony, he warned the
Minister that Iran needed to “rid herself” of the many Germans working there.
Moggadam however rejected Eden’s request: he replied that those Germans were all
technical experts, and to expel such men would greatly harm the Iranian economy. He
also pointed out that when the Iranians had asked Britain for such men, they had been
turned down. 239
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July
There was widespread acceptance within the British government that the Germans in Iran
were a threat to British interests. Where opinions seem to have differed is over how to
neutralize this threat. Initial views were in favour of diplomatic and economic pressure
on Iran. To be sure, the use of force if Iran was felt unwilling or unable to take the steps
necessary to meet British desires was not an unprecedented consideration, as seen in
Chapter I. ∗ But a lot had changed in the year and a half since that memo was issued, and
the British apparently no longer felt they could add yet another country to their roster of
opponents without at least an attempt at a non-violent solution.
The Government of India was the first to suggest applying economic pressure.
Interestingly, while the British Minister for Economic Warfare, Hugh Dalton, at first
thought this a viable tactic, reporting as such on the 9th, 240 he also agreed with Leo
Amery’s wish for a joint occupation, suggesting as much to Amery on the 7th. Dalton’s
argument was based on the fact that Iran would be the only route remaining for AngloAmerican supplies if the Japanese blocked Vladivostok: this message represents the first
entry of the supply argument into the Iran debate. 241
On 8 July Stalin expressed his concern over the estimated 5,000 German technicians in
Iran to Stafford Cripps, the British ambassador. Cripps forwarded this news along with
his agreement. The matter must not be “dragged out”, he said, since relations with Iran
had never been based on mutual confidence and friendship in any case. 242 The Soviets
suggested economic sanctions be used to force the Germans out 243 but in Cripps’ mind a
diplomatic note backed by some form of military demonstration would be better: he
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recommended to Eden Soviet troop concentrations on the northern Iranian border
combined with a similar British marshaling along the southern frontier. 244
At the same time that the civil service was analyzing the threat from within, the military
was examining the threat from without. As pessimistic as any other British commander
regarding the Soviet Union’s chances for survival, General Auchinleck (who had become
Commander-in-Chief Middle East on 5 July 1941) was deeply concerned about the
possibility of a German threat emerging on the northern end of his theatre. A German
breakthrough in the Caucasus or an offensive launched through a passively compliant or
outright Axis Turkey would force him to fight in the north while simultaneously
attempting to fend off Axis advances towards Egypt in North Africa. Auchinleck apprised
the War Office of all this on 7 July. 245
The Chiefs of Staff replied with an assessment of their own, delivered 10 July. They
warned Auchinleck that Axis forces might be at the Caucasus as soon as mid-August 1941,
and that Axis offensive actions could conceivably take place against the British Middle
East position as early as September. Discussions at how to best handle this potential
threat ultimately arrived at a proposed defensive line covering Palestine, the Basra region,
and the Iranian oilfields. 246
On the morning of 10 July the Soviet ambassador to the United Kingdom, Ivan Maisky,
came to see Anthony Eden.

As Eden later related, Maisky said that the Soviet

government desired immediate measures “to check the serious threat to both our
countries” posed by the infiltration of “between 5,000 and 10,000” Germans into Iran. He
suggested a joint request to Iran to expel the Germans because of the “danger to
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neighbouring countries”, Eden inquired as to what would happen if Iran refused, and
Maisky suggested that perhaps “economic action” was an option if the Iranians refused. 247
Eden discussed these events with the War Cabinet that same day. The Cabinet agreed
with the proposed Soviet course of action, but the military action under consideration at
this early stage was rather limited—just the occupation of Abadan and its neighbouring
oilfields. It was intended that this would be a gesture, demonstrating to the Shah British
resolve. 248
On the 11th Reader Bullard, concerned about the direction things were taking, reminded
London of previous British assurances to Iran, and pointed out sending troops into that
country contravened stated British policy with respect to neutral states. Even a demand
for the expulsion of the Germans would be incompatible with that policy. Additionally,
in what could be a summation of the entire issue of the German colony in Iran, Bullard
noted, “We can produce surprisingly little proof of fifth column activities here although
we are sure they must be going on.” Based on these factors, he suggested the use of
economic sanctions to create the desired effect. 249
General Wavell, replaced by Auchinleck as C-in-C Middle East on 5 July and now in
command of the defense of India, complained to London on 10 July that the government
was being too complacent by far regarding Iran, basing his opinion on the notion that the
recent troubles in Iraq were at least partially caused by fifth-columnists:
It is essential to the defence of India that Germans should be cleared out of
Iran now repeat now. Failure to do so will lead to a repetition of events which
in Iraq were only just countered in time. It is essential [that] we should join
hands with Russia through Iran, and if the present Government is not willing
to facilitate this, it must be made to give way to one which will. To this end
247
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the strongest possible pressure should be applied forthwith while [the]
German-Russian struggle is in doubt. 250
When the Soviets were uninvolved directly in the war, Wavell had been a fervent
opponent of their intervention or interference in Iran. Now, however, he was advocating
a full-on Soviet invasion. Wavell’s shift in perspective can be likely explained by his belief
that the Soviets would ultimately be defeated. With that assumption being the case,
there was only a short-term danger in what would be a merely temporary Soviet presence
in Iran, which would in the long-term be beneficial to British power. 251
The Chiefs of Staff replied to Wavell with a lengthy telegram on 14 July. They concurred
that the Germans should indeed be expelled as soon as possible, though preferably by
diplomatic pressure and a show of force rather than through force itself. But if need be,
the Chiefs proposed that the port of Bandur Shapur and the oilfields and refinery at
Abadan be seized, with forces in place by the second week of August. 252
Alexander Cadogan, as the Permanent Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs, saw
opportunity in all this: the chance to strengthen Britain’s position not just in Iran but
elsewhere. On the 11th he noted that there was a similar concern over German agents in
Afghanistan as well, and minuted that “The present seems the most opportune moment
to get rid of German and Italian influence in that part of the world….” 253 This brief look at
including Afghanistan in the scope of British action is telling, seeing as the country was
empty of oil and almost useless as a supply corridor. It had been, however, an essential
part of Britain’s Indian defense strategy since the previous century, and the British had
invested a great deal of time and effort in keeping it free of outside influence.
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On 11 July the Middle East Ministerial Committee met, with Eden chairing. From his
conversation with Maisky on the 10th it is clear that Eden was at least considering the
potential need for military action. With this in mind, Eden informed the Committee of
his conversation with Maisky and then suggested that, with the virtual completion of the
Syrian campaign, sufficient forces might be available for military action to be taken in the
event of an Iranian refusal of their demands. The conclusion was that there was no direct
evidence of fifth-column activity, but as the Germans had been in Iran for years and so
were well entrenched, the opportunities were there. It was also deemed undesirable to
invade if the expulsion of the Germans could be attained by other means, and Eden was
specifically asked to stress this in conversations with Maisky. 254
Stafford Cripps, who had advocated just a demonstration on the 8th, by the 14th had
moved into Wavell’s camp and switched over to an outright pro-invasion viewpoint.
Taking a completely different tack than Bullard on the question of neutrality, he wrote
that the
present map of Europe provides an enlightening commentary on the policies
of both Germany and ourselves towards small neutral states; and in the one
case, Norway, where we were prepared to abandon our traditional policy
[respecting neutrality], we were not quick enough off the mark. Time factor is
at least as important now, since in a few weeks the USSR may no longer be in a
position to threaten Iran (Persia) at all. [The] method of gradually increased
infiltration is obviously inadequate in such circumstances. There seems no
reason why any démarche … should not be simultaneously reinforced by
military demonstrations. If these fail of their effect and we then feel unable to
take positive military action, it will not be the first time in history that a
military threat has not been pushed to its logical conclusion. 255
Eden, analyzing Cripps’ proposal that same day, noted that “Cripps’ suggestions go
beyond [British] policy and probably beyond what is at present practical.” 256 He then met
with Maisky again, who reported that the Soviet government agreed with Eden’s view of
254
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starting with a joint diplomatic approach, followed by economic pressure if necessary. 257
Lord Linlithgow, the Viceroy of India, considered this inadequate. He cabled on the 16th
that “We wish to protest in the strongest terms against the apparent failure … to take into
account our considered representations regarding policy in a country where we are most
directly interested, and from which [a] most dangerous threat to India’s security may
develop.” 258
Eden met with Maisky again on the morning of the 17th, again brought his government’s
approval of the current, diplomacy- and sanction-based process, while fresh discussion on
a new report of a “concentration of Germans at Tabriz” sparked further worry. Eden
announced that instructions had already gone out to Tehran ordering delivery of the
British note of complaint. 259

In Tehran on 19 July, Sir Reader Bullard and Soviet

Ambassador Andrei Andreevich Smirnov in turn talked to acting Iranian foreign minister
Djevad Amery about the German issue, presenting their respective governments’ notes.
Both demanded the expulsion of those Germans that could give no satisfactory reason for
their presence in-country. Bullard hinted that Britain might withhold certain goods and
services if the Iranians did not comply, but otherwise there was no deadline or threat of
force. Amery replied that Iran had no grounds for action against the Germans—doing so
would violate Iran’s neutrality, and risk drawing the wrath of Germany as well. 260
Following the delivery of the notes, Bullard and Smirnov explained their views on what
economic measures could be taken against Iran by each country. Bullard pointed out that
Iran would probably not agree to send away a large number of Germans even if sanctions
were applied, because they would not have any effect for some time. 261 The Foreign
Office, the Ministry of Economic Warfare, the United Kingdom Commercial Corporation,
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the India Office, and the Petroleum Department all shared this opinion. Furthermore, it
was pointed out that in any threat to impose economic sanctions on Iran it was vital to
bear in mind the effect on British oil supplies. Exports from Abadan had fallen, but were
still running between five and eight million tons a year, and this supply was vitally
important to Britain (as Chapter I has explored). Any economic pressure therefore would
have to block Iran's imports and exports other than oil, while still allowing oil exports.
The Shah was well aware of the importance of Abadan, and it was assumed that he would
not willingly submit to such an arrangement. It was pointed out that an economic
blockade would also probably move Iran firmly into the German camp, and also close the
Iranian route to the Soviet Union (though the latter was not held to be worth a great deal
at this time). Bearing all this in mind, the Eastern Department came to the conclusion
that economic pressure, without the backing of a force sufficient to protect Abadan,
would be futile. As Eden put it, “we must not move diplomatically ahead of our military
strength or we should court disaster”. 262
Back in London, even the diplomats were coming around to invasion. Eden revealed to
Maisky and then Cripps on 19 July that he saw little chance of the Germans being expelled
unless the Iranians believed the Allies were willing to take military action. Eden also
pointed out that, after the humiliating pre-war failure of sanctions against Italy in the
1935 Abyssinia Crisis, Britain would not be willing to embark upon that path again unless
military action was being prepared at the same time. He had already asked the Chiefs of
Staff to investigate the military aspect, and, if Moscow concurred, both governments
could work together on this. 263 The Chiefs had actually delivered a reply already on the
18th: they had determined that, if the Soviets assisted, Iran was in no position militarily to
resist. 264
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Bullard, having had time to analyze the results of his meeting on the 19th, followed up on
21 July with a response that only supported advocates for action.

On the Iranians

expelling the Germans he wrote, “The Iranian Government, though conscious of German
danger and already trying to reduce numbers gradually, will not effect [a] large reduction
either at once or within a short time.” 265 The joint notes were apparently having no
appreciable effect.
Also on the 21st, Churchill replied to Wavell’s note of 10th that had advocated armed
intervention in Iran. Churchill explaining that he was in general agreement with Wavell’s
view, and wanted to give Iran an ultimatum.

But, he asked, just what forces were

available to take the necessary action? 266 Eden had the same concerns. On the 22nd he
wrote to Churchill, emphasizing that
all depends on our ability to concentrate a sufficient force in Iraq to protect
the Iranian oil fields. It would be highly dangerous even to begin economic
pressure until we were militarily in a position to do this, for the Shah is fully
conscious of the value of the oil fields to us, and if he sees trouble brewing he
is likely to take the first step.
Upon receiving reports that Iran was strengthening its border forces, Eden pushed for a
corresponding increase in British forces based in Iraq. “If we can do this before the
Russians suffer a severe reverse in the south, there is a reasonable chance of imposing our
will on Iran without resort to force. … Should Russia be defeated we shall have to be ready
to occupy the Iranian oilfields ourselves...” 267
The War Cabinet agreed on 22 July to begin planning for joint action, but still left open
the possibility of other forms of pressure. At this stage they had not yet fully discarded
the carrot in favour of the stick: understanding that demands for Iran to rid herself of the
Germans meant ridding herself of a large portion of her technical expertise, the War
265
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Cabinet considered the possibility of replacing German technicians with British
equivalents.

As they put it, “we want to carry out in Iran a policy of counter-

infiltration.” 268 But General Wavell was also informed that same day to prepare for
action, and he in turn ordered preparations to seize—without damage if at all possible—
the Abadan refinery complex. 269
By the end of July, economic measures had become an undesirable option throughout all
levels of the British government. Minister of Economic Warfare Hugh Dalton, originally
in favour of sanctions at the start of the month, had on 21 July sent a memo to Eden
exploring such a step in detail: his conclusion was that it was unfeasible. 270 On 24 July
members of the Foreign Office, Ministry of Economic Warfare, and India Office met to
discuss the possibility of economic pressure.

Collectively they ruled against it, also

believing that sanctions were unlikely to succeed and too slow a process in any case. 271
On the 25th the Chiefs of Staff advised Wavell that they were of a general agreement that
the Germans must be expelled as soon as possible. Diplomacy, backed by a show of force,
was now the preferred option, but force itself was definitely on the table. While the
necessary troops were being assembled, diplomatic pressure would continue. 272
The Iranians were not blind to what was occurring. On 27 July, Iranian Prime Minister
Ali Mansur detailed to Bullard plans already underway to reduce the German threat:
replacing Germans in government ministries, factories, and the Tehran radio station,
ordering a police list kept of all Germans, and placing a second gunboat to keep an eye on
docked Axis merchant ships. It was to no avail: Bullard stated that such measures would
simply not be regarded as satisfactory. 273
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Other tactics were tried as well. That month the Iranian press published an article
entitled “Foreign Technicians employed in Iran’s Industry and Commerce”, which
purported to give accurate figures for all major groups of foreign nationals in the country.
“English” citizens topped the list at 2,590; of Germans there were just 690, with 310 more
Italians. Mansur spoke directly to Bullard concerning these figures, explaining that the
intent was to correct exaggerated reports from the foreign press alleging 5,000, 10,000, or
even 25,000 Germans. “But there is no doubt”, the British military attaché wrote, “that
the Imperial Government also wished to convince the reader that the “German menace” is
a myth since there are far more “English” and Russian subjects than German in Iran.” He
pointed out that, though the numbers of Allied citizens in the country was far larger, at
least according to Iranian estimates, the two were nowhere near comparable:
The maintenance of the supply of oil from Iran is a major British interest, in
that His Majesty’s Government are interested in the independence and
integrity of Iran, whereas Germany has shown that she is interested in the
disintegration of small nations as a preliminary to occupation or domination,
and that her subjects abroad are all enrolled for Fifth Column work. 274
July the 28th was a busy day in the developing crisis. Early on the 28th Eden and Maisky
met again to discuss matters.

Eden proposed a joint ultimatum demanding the

immediate expulsion of the Germans; if refused, a joint invasion would follow. It was at
this point that we see one of the earliest appearances of the issue of supply: Maisky
concurred with what Eden had outlined, but suddenly pressed to expand the list of
demands to include right-of-passage for Soviet troops and war material across the transIranian railway. Equally significant is that Eden balked at this: such an impingement of
Iranian rights would be inconsistent with the argument that Allies were making, which
after all was entirely predicated on a threat to Iranian neutrality. 275
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After Maisky departed, Eden joined a Chiefs of Staff Committee meeting to discuss
possible military operations in Iran. It was agreed that the primary object should be to
bring pressure on Iran to evict the Germans, if possible still without the use of force. If
the Iranians refused, then joint representations should be made demanding the expulsion
of the Germans, by which time the forces required to back such a demand should be
ready. Britain should be prepared to occupy the oilfields area in the south, while the
Soviets moved in from the north. If the pressure proved successful and the Iranians
evicted the Germans from Iran, the British should then consider demanding road and rail
facilities for the Soviets and, if necessary, the British in Iran. It appears the Committee
agreed with Eden regarding the second demand. 276
Following this meeting, the War Cabinet met and considered Maisky’s proposals. The
Cabinet decided that Eden and the Soviets should proceed in bringing military pressure
to bear in order to secure an expulsion of the Germans, though by no means did they give
the orders for invasion. As for Maisky’s request for the free transit of troops and war
material, it was decided that no mention “should be made at this stage; but the matter
could, if necessary, be raised later.” 277 Given a specific opportunity to plunge headlong
into invasion, or to demand transit rights, both with Soviet backing, the senior British
leadership chose to forgo either.

Oddly, F. Eshraghi, in his article “Anglo-Soviet

Occupation of Iran”, records the War Cabinet as instead agreeing with all the
Committee’s findings, which would include the suggestion to seek full transit rights. This
is incorrect.
Second Secretary Posonby Moore Crosthwaite delivered a particularly scathing memo for
the Eastern Department that same day, urging that the right to station troops in Iran
simply be demanded, since Britain was not going to fool anyone with claims that they
desired anything to the contrary. “The most important of our aims is the security of the
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oil fields, and after that … our desire to open the Trans-Iranian route to Russia…” With
that in mind, he submitted that “even if the Shah turned every one of [the Germans] out
of the country, it would not really get us much further.” Though discussed the evening of
the 28th by the Foreign Office and the Chiefs of Staff, the proposal’s conclusions were
rejected, but it is a revealing look at the assumption of priorities in the British
government as July drew to a close. 278
As the crisis moved forward, fresh events caused the U.S. Minister in Tehran, Louis
Dreyfus, to deliver an updated analysis of the situation, sent on 29 July. While at the end
of June he had largely supported the British analysis of the German colony as a threat,
now he specifically noted that many “well-informed observers” believed that Allied claims
regarding the large size and scope of the German supposed “fifth column” element in Iran
were so much propaganda. Despite further searches, he had still seen no sign of the
rumoured German General Staff.

He also pointed out the confusion over German

numbers, with Ali Mansur quoting 700, the British two to three thousand, and yet others
1,200 to 1,500. In Dreyfus’ opinion, of the Germans in Iran, many “are honestly employed
by the Government or business concerns”; the Iranian police were “keeping [the]
Germans under strict surveillance, restricting their movements within the country.” 279
Dreyfus was not the only figure questioning the fifth-column factor.

On the 26th

Assistant Undersecretary for Foreign Affairs Sir Horace Seymour bluntly accused the
Soviets of exaggerating the number of Germans, who were a “very minor matter”
compared to “the security of the oil supplies from southern Persia.” To Eden he gave a
compelling statement analyzing the entire situation and how it impacted British interests:
If the Russians lose control of the Caucasus, the threat to the oil [at Abadan]
becomes immediate, and this is the case whether the Germans … in Iran are
expelled or not. It follows that our own object, as distinct from that of the
Russians, will not be accomplished simply by the removal of the Germans from
278
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Iran. It also seems to follow that, if we are to act in the long range assumption
that the Russians will lose control of the Caucasus, it will at some stage be
necessary for us to take over the protection of the oilfields, whether the
Germans are expelled or not. 280
As July drew to a close, key figures amongst the highest levels of British planning started
to take a second look as well. In mid-July Military Intelligence and the Foreign Office
both began questioning the 2 June JIC estimate of 5,000 Germans and the threat posed by
them, noting the discrepancies in estimates to date. 281 A 30 July attempt to record the
number of Germans highlights the confusion: it first states “there are at least 8,000”, but
“at least” is struck through and replaced with “well over”, before the entire statement is
struck through in turn and replaced by a penciled-in correction of “several thousands”. 282
The War Office weekly intelligence summary on 30 July panned rumours of German
coup-plotting in Iran, labeling it most unlikely unless supported by the Iranian army
which, as the report noted, did not seem inclined to assist. The report blamed the Soviets
for planting rumours of German sabotage as an excuse to justify an invasion. 283 Eden now
echoed this opinion, noting on 1 August that he agreed with those intelligence estimates
downplaying the German threat to Iran. While the Germans were well-organized, they
“did not appear to have much political influence.” Eden pointed out that if they had
influence, it had certainly not manifested itself during the recent contest in Iraq, since the
Shah had not supported Rashid Ali’s pro-Axis forces there. 284
At the same time, fresh intelligence continued to arrive pointing at threatening Axis
actions, which could only have muddied the waters. At the end of July German decrypts
demonstrated that their agents were scouting Abadan, while Italian decrypts revealed
that the Italians were setting up an intelligence centre in Tehran, and that the Germans
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were funneling arms and ammunition into the country via Turkey. 285 A further Italian
decrypt from early August quoted Rashid Ali, erstwhile Prime Minister of Iraq, as stating
that the Iranian government was “substantially favourable” to the Axis, and would side
with them the moment German troops penetrated into the Caucasus. 286 Though this
thesis is concerned with British perceptions of the German threat, rather than its
actuality, it is worth noting that the Germans were indeed plotting in Iran, and hoped to
engineer a pro-Axis revolt there. 287
On the 31st Churchill, worried that the Iranian situation was rushing headlong towards
invasion without adequate study, ordered that a special cabinet committee should be
created to handle it. He had some piercing questions for those planning the operation:
What happens if the Persian troops around and about the Ahwaz oilfields seize
all Anglo-Persian Oil Company employees and hold them as hostages? … Is
there any danger of the oilwells being destroyed rather than that they should
fall into our possession? … Are our available forces strong enough to occupy
the Ahwaz oilfields in the face of local and official Persian opposition? … How
is the railway to be worked if the Persians refuse to help? 288
He had other questions, but Churchill’s prime concern was oil, along with considering the
use of the railways. This interest in the railways could have been for other reasons—
future movement of supplies and troops during the proposed occupation, for instance—
but the possibility exists that Churchill, unlike nearly any other British planner, was
looking ahead towards the movement of war material to the Soviets. 289
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August
As August 1941 opened, debate as to how best to handle the Iranian situation had been
active for over a month, largely directed by Eden and the Foreign Office rather than
Churchill. One joint Anglo-Soviet note had been dispatched to Tehran, but the Iranians
had not responded in a manner the British desired; discussions on a new, more serious,
note had thus begun. Economic measures had been mostly discarded as an option, and
while force was still something the British hoped they could avoid, active planning had
begun on an invasion that would at the very least secure Abadan and its attendant
oilfields. The British had largely overcome their traditional fear of Russian forces moving
into the Middle East, perhaps because they thought the Soviet Union would not be
present much longer, but also possibly because the active German threat was considered
far greater than a mere potential one from the USSR. Even if the fifth-column element
had begun to appear somewhat less of a threat than originally supposed, this was by no
means certain, and in any case, nothing could reason away the danger presented by the
Wehrmacht as it continued to advance towards the Caucasus.
At the end of July Stafford Cripps had sent a telegram urging the development of Iran as a
route of supply for the Soviets. The Foreign Office seemed interested in the idea, but also
appeared not to have considered it that much to date: they replied on the 2nd that “the
possibility certainly should be explored”. An initial look by the Indian government on
that day noted that the trucks required to handle goods should be controlled by the
British, since, if under Soviet control, a Soviet collapse would mean those trucks would
effectively pass into German hands. 290
On 4 August, Sir John Anderson convened the special ministerial commission on Iran
that Churchill had called for. The commission decided against an ultimatum, instead
voting for a “firm but friendly” note: as this was still intended to be the gateway for
military action if the Iranians turned it down, the difference was merely one of tone. The
290
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committee also discussed potentially doubling AIOC royalty payments to the Shah, and
considered offering British technicians to replace the German ones they desired expelled.
Significantly, though considering transit rights “of very great importance”, they again
rejected its inclusion in the upcoming joint ultimatum (though they noted it could be
made later if the issue of the German colony could be settled “amicably”). 291 If the desire
to supply the Soviet Union via Iran was a significant motivating factor, this demand
would have to be present: that a mere three weeks before the invasion it had not yet been
included speaks volumes about the priority the supply issue enjoyed at this time.
That same day, the U.S. special envoy to the Soviet Union, Harry Hopkins, briefed
Churchill about the interviews he had with Stalin. Stalin had said that the Red Army
would hold for the winter, but the outcome of the forthcoming spring campaign would
depend on how well supplies made it through. When Hopkins asked how such material
might best be transferred, Stalin replied that material must come in through three points:
Archangel, Vladivostok, and Iran. 292
At a further meeting on 7 August, Eden and Maisky worked to hammer out the final
details of the proposed note to Iran. Maisky proposed that four-fifths be the target
number of Germans that should be expelled; on 8 August the British Defence Committee
approved this proposal. At the same time, it also concluded that it would be a mistake to
issue demands that, if rejected by Iran, would require “forcible action” 293—even at so late
a date some parties were hoping to avoid the necessity of an invasion. But they were
swimming against the tide.
Eden, recognizing that Allied intervention was morally ambiguous at best, tried to get the
United States on board. On the 8th he presented a draft text of the proposed “firm but
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friendly” note to U.S. Ambassador to Iran John Winant, offering us valuable insight into
Eden’s thoughts. The Iranians were to be told that the “excessively large” numbers of
Germans in the country presented a “serious” danger to both Britain and Iran. Therefore,
all but a small number of them should be expelled “without further delay”; those
remaining should be completely listed, with this list provided to the British legation. The
note was to claim that Britain had no intention of compromising Iran’s political
independence. No deadline was being set because the desire was not to give things the
appearance of an ultimatum, but the intent was to make the clear the wish that the fourfifths reduction should be completed by 31 August. Eden specifically explained to Winant
his hope that “direct action” could be avoided, but the possibility of the German army
reaching Iran must be anticipated, which in turn meant that the “dangerous nucleus of
German technicians and political agents” could not be allowed to roam free in Iran. 294
As we have seen, by this point Eden had reason to doubt some aspects of the fifth-column
threat, but this was not universally accepted and the issue continued to be the tool for
justification nonetheless.

As more and more elements of the British and Soviet

governments switched to a pro-invasion stance, and the Germans continued their
advance into the southern Soviet Union, events appeared to have outpaced any rational
analysis of the vulnerability of the Iranian government to German covert action.
Presumably it would have been awkward, if not impossible, to jettison the fifth-column
argument at this late stage and still hope for any pretense of moral right when and if the
intervention went ahead.
While Eden attempted to drum up support, the Shah’s government continued to try to
avert disaster. Bullard told London on the 8th that acting foreign minister Djevad Amery
was claiming the “necessary measures” were being taken to remove the Germans, though
no exact numbers were provided. 295 He also gave at this time a total of 2,000 Germans in
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Iran; later errors would inflate this number, as we shall see. 296 Though taking the hard
line his government required, Bullard was skeptical of the German ability to take any
meaningful action: on 9 August he reported that Iranian surveillance was so intense that
“even if the Germans wanted to bring off a coup in Iran … it seems unlikely that they
would give much trouble.” 297

He repeated this claim on 11 August, informing the

secretary of state for foreign affairs that the Germans were “so closely watched by Iranian
authorities [that] I do not think they could give serious trouble.” 298
Bullard’s skepticism appears to have had little to no effect. In fact, such a stance was seen
as infuriatingly complacent by the viceroy of India, Lord Linlithgow, who promptly cabled
to London his impression that the Iranians “believe themselves to have Bullard in their
pocket.” Linlithgow hoped that Bullard’s opinions “will not be permitted to divert His
Majesty’s Government from pressing home their demands”. 299
Since the British were not listening, the Iranians strove to gather support from other
quarters.

On 11 August the Iranian minister in Washington, Mohammed Shayesteh,

called on the State Department’s assistant secretary for Near East affairs, Wallace Murray,
asking to discuss the “critical situation” facing his country. To the minister, things were
beginning to look ominously like the 1907 Anglo-Russian partition of Iran all over again.
He made clear his view that the entire German issue was being used as a pretext for
invasion; there were only some 600 to 700 Germans in the whole country, he insisted. 300
In possession of Dreyfus’ notes, Ambassador Winant’s statement regarding the upcoming
British note, and Shayesteh’s complaints, the U.S. State Department had by now come to
the conclusion that the issue of German expulsion was merely a cipher for the Allies’ true
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goal—military action to secure Iran. 301 The Turks were skeptical too. On 12 August the
Turkish Foreign Minister told the British ambassador that he simply did not believe the
Anglo-Soviet goal was to root out any “German Fifth Column”.

The ambassador

protested, pointing to earlier examples of German subversion, but the next day, Turkish
newspapers were mocking “the alleged danger from a few foreigners” in Iran. 302
Eden was sensitive to the situation, and wished to preempt any charges that Allied
concerns over the German colony were rather hypocritical in view of the large British
colony in Iran. He cabled Bullard on 12 August, instructing him to point out to the
Iranians that “it is logical to differentiate between Germans and other foreigners”, due the
German history of infiltrating agents into neutral countries disguised as tourists or
technicians. There was “no analogy to be drawn “between such persons and the British
subjects who in many cases [have] worked for years in Iran.” That those same subjects
were in fact developing plans to seize the Abadan refinery complex for the British did not
appear to cross his mind. 303
At the same time the Soviets were inoculating themselves against charges of naked
imperialism. Soviet troops, gathering in their assembly areas for their portion of the
forthcoming invasion, were told that they were invading in order to “liberate” Iran,
striking to weed out “Hitlerite” agents working in the northern half of that country. 304
No matter how many times the Iranians were warned, they still appeared unwilling to
cooperate. The military attaché in Tehran, Maj. Gen Fraser, reported to London on 13
August that no “serious step” had been taken by the Iranians “to get rid of [German]
agents now in Iran. “Only a few German families” had left; otherwise the Germans “were
carrying on normally.” He warned that certain Iranians envisioned a compromise with
301
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Allies, which would enable these agents to carry on with “their dangerous work”. 305 With
the situation showing no sign of improvement, Eden and Maisky finalized their joint note
that same day. Again pains were to be taken to emphasize that, despite the implied
deadline it contained, this was no ultimatum. 306 Unfortunately for this intention, it was
also learned this day that the Soviet Ambassador had been instructed to deliver a verbal
warning following his presentation of the Soviet note, stating that an answer would be
expected within three days, a development the Eden remarked was “rather disquieting”. 307
But the Soviets did acquiesce to British requests to avoid any mention of travel rights,
limiting matters largely to the formal expulsion of the Germans and a strict surveillance
of the anti-British agitators from Iraq (now sheltering in Iran). 308
When the notes arrived on 16 August, the Iranians were neither fooled nor mollified by
Anglo-Soviet attempts to polish their demands with more polite language—it was clearly
an ultimatum, regardless of any insistence otherwise. A follow-up meeting with Acting
Foreign Minister Amery on the 18th saw Amery again offer to deport the principal Nazi
leaders in Iran, along with the removal of about thirty Germans a month as they could be
spared. Bullard told Amery that London would reject such an offer, seeing as under such
a program it would take a year to result in any appreciable reduction in the number of
Germans.
By the 18th, with no official response from the Shah’s government, Eden and Maisky met
and assumed that Iran would not capitulate. 309 At the War Cabinet meeting later that
day, the Cabinet discussed what actions to take “in the event of the Persian reply being
unsatisfactory.” Even at this late a date, it had not been settled on to invade: the Cabinet
awaited the Iranian reply, and still spoke in terms of “if it became necessary to take strong
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measures.” 310 It was however agreed to act without further warning, should the necessity
to act arise, and Eden readied a note to be presented to the Iranians explaining the Allied
action that again reinforced the notion of fear of the Germans living amongst them.
It is regretted that the Iranian Government have not seen fit to return a
satisfactory reply to the memorandum of 16 August. It is evident that the
Iranian Government attached greater importance to retaining those German
nationals in Iran than they attach to meeting the wishes of His Majesty’s
Government in a matter which is becoming one of increasing urgency as a
result of the developments in the war situation. The Iranian Government must
bear full responsibility for the consequences of their decision. In these
circumstances, His Majesty’s Government now feel themselves obliged to take
appropriate measures to safeguard their own vital interests and to deal with
the menace arising from the potential activities of the Germans in Iran. 311
Churchill gave his approval on 19 August, noting that “we ought to move with them [the
Soviets] while there is still time.” 312 He also made an interesting observation: what if the
Iranians accepted the Allied demands, and then the Allies “had to follow up with further
demands for transport facilities”? The rest of the Cabinet did not take up this thread, but
it revealed a new trend in Churchill’s thinking. 313
Eden was busy on the 19th attempting to reassure the Turkish ambassador of Allied
intentions: namely that, as far as Turkish sovereignty was concerned, there were none.
The ambassador suggested that, since the problem from the Iranian perspective appeared
to be that the loss of the Germans also meant the loss of essential skills and services that
the Iranians required, perhaps they could be replaced with American personnel instead.
Eden explained that the situation had moved past such discussions: “there was no
question of waiting while an elaborate negotiation took place” over such a possibility.
The Germans must be expelled: everything else followed from this. 314
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That same day the German minister in Tehran met with Ali Mansur and inquired as to
the nature of the Allied demands. “They always demand one thing,” Mansur replied,
“namely the removal of the Germans”. To Mansur this demand was a mere pretext, but
the threat to Iranian sovereignty was real enough. 315 Sir Reader Bullard seems to have had
solid intelligence sources within the Iranian ministries: cabling London on 20 August, he
reported an “unimpeachable source” telling him Mansur had assured the German
representative that the Iranian government “would not accept the British demands”. This
confirmed in Bullard’s mind the suspicion that the Iranian response was “being drawn up
in consultation with the Germans”. 316
The British Foreign Office informed their Washington office the same day that, while the
exact number of Germans was not precisely known, it was estimated at about 3,000, 1,000
of which were men. This figure of 3,000 Germans was an accidental inflation of Bullard’s
report of 8 August, which had cited just 2,000 Germans; the mistake was later discovered
to be down to a transcription error, but at the time and later this inflation would serve as
ammunition for those looking to paint the British as essentially manufacturing consent
for the invasion. Along with the inflated numbers, the Foreign Office message gave a
pointed reminder that in their opinion all this had happened before: “What we are up
against is [a] familiar process of placing Germans in key points where their services would
be of great value whenever [the] general war situation requires their use.” 317
Lastly, the American representative in Tehran, Louis Dreyfus, was also communicating
with Washington. On the 21st he cabled a new appreciation of the situation, a clarifying
note that straddled his two prior analyses. Dreyfus acknowledged the potential fifthcolumn threat, but highlighted the British propaganda campaign and some of its
315
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attendant falsehoods, such as the story that a trainload of Germans had arrived in Iran to
foment rebellion in the Iranian army.
I do not minimize the fifth column danger… I am convinced, however, that
the British are using it as a pretext for the eventual occupation of Iran and are
deliberately exaggerating its potency as an isolated arm. I have come to the
conclusion that the British and Russians will occupy Iran because of
overwhelming military necessity no matter what reply the Iranians make to
their demands. I must add emphatically to avoid misunderstanding that I am
in full agreement with the British action and believe it to be vitally necessary
for the furtherance of our common cause. 318
The next day Bullard got wind of the Foreign Office total of 3,000 Germans they were
using to help convince the Americans of the necessity of British action. Advising that
perhaps it would be “better to avoid totals, as my estimate of 2,000 Germans including
women and children is lower than yours,” he urged London to concentrate on exactly
what positions were occupied by the Germans, presumably to highlight the effect such a
relatively small grouping could still have.

Bullard cited their employment in

construction, agriculture, mining, the railways, factories, ports, and the Tehran radio
station.

Many were “combatant soldiers and ex-officers”, and he claimed “positive

evidence of some engaged in intrigues in neighbouring countries.” 319
By now even the Shah, as isolated from events by his aides and his own attitudes as he
was, was feeling the pressure. He ordered Prime Minister Ali Mansur on 22 August to
hurry the departure of all Germans whose service was not essential to Iranian industry.
Mansur complied, hurriedly dispatching messages that day to the British and Russians
explaining that it had already been Iranian policy to expel all non-essential foreigners.
That policy was being hastened due to the Anglo-Soviet notes. 320
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The Shah was certain that the actual Allied goal of this campaign lay elsewhere. Quite
simply, he was unable to comprehend how a small number of German technicians under
constant police surveillance might compromise the neutrality of Iran. He was willing to
negotiate, but since in his eyes the apparent Allied anxiety over the Germans must be a
sham, it was vital that he discover what their true objectives were. He thus also ordered
Mansur to approach the British and ask what they were actually after in all this. 321
The issue of Britain’s true objectives, as they stood after several months of discussion, was
made crystal clear by a succinct, step-by-step procedural issued on 23 August to General
Wavell in India and the commander of the invasion forces gathering in Iraq:
ONE. His Majesty’s first object in Persia is by military action to bring
pressure to bear on the Persian Government to expel German nationals and
later with Russian help to control communications.
Question of
communications is not, repeat not, to be publicly mentioned at present.
TWO. For the first object your forces will occupy and hold the oil
producing areas in Khuzistan and Naft-I Shah.
THREE. Further military operations must depend on the attitude of the
Persian Government when the oil bearing areas have been occupied and
whether they agree to the use of their railway.
FOUR. The plan and objective of the Russian forces are as yet undisclosed.
Urgent enquiry has been made and reply will be cabled to you in near future.
FIVE. It will then be necessary to agree with Russian limits in areas in
which their forces and yours will operate. 322
This communique is extremely important, issued as it was just two days before the
invasion.

The issue of the Germans was given absolute priority, followed by

communications and then oil.

Supplies were not mentioned specifically, though as

explained earlier the secondary issue of communications can likely be taken as covering
that aspect. Even so, the issue was pushed to an unspecified “later.”
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Finally, time had run out. On 25 August 1941, at 4:15 a.m., British Minister Sir Reader
Bullard and Soviet Ambassador Andrei Smirnov arrived to see the Iranian prime minister.
Regrettably, they said, the Iranian government had ignored the Allied notes of 19 July and
16 August requesting the removal of the German colony, and the Allies now had no choice
but to act with force. The invasion of Iran had begun. 323
Following the road to invasion, certain elements are clear.

The British as a whole

generally started from the notion of diplomatic and economic pressure, perhaps coupled
with a military demonstration. At the same time, having learned from their pre-war
experience just how toothless sanctions could be, from very early on there was a military
component to this planning. It is important to note that this component was, to start
with, solely a contingency; all it indicated was that the British had learned from earlier
failures of preparedness. Only with the passage of time, as other, non-violent options
were discarded, did invasion become more and more the going plan of action. However,
until the invasion began it was never the only course open; neither was it the only course
desired. One must not confuse the discussion of action with the commitment to action.
At the same time, other elements are noticeably absent. The notion that the invasion was
launched from a desire to placate the Soviets, or as a desperate attempt to prevent them
from leaving the war, does not appear to be supported by the documentary evidence. The
idea of inflating the number of Germans present in the country, or otherwise deliberately
using them as a pretext, was not presented as an option.
As for discussions concerning supply, we have seen that they were quite rare, and when
they did occur they were of a very tentative nature, relatively late in the process, which
makes one question how the issue became so prominent in the historical record in the
first place. This is the matter to which we will turn next.
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Invasion postscript and the issue of supply
In view of the doubts in London at this time about the duration of Russian
resistance, the development of the supply route through Iran (which would have taken a
good many months) did not seem immediately practical, especially when we were finding
it difficult to supply our own forces in the Middle East. There was a change of view on
the question before the end of August.
—Llewellyn Woodward, British Foreign Policy in the Second World War, Vol. II 324
As mentioned in the Introduction, one of the most common reasons given for the
invasion of Iran was the desire to secure the Persian Corridor, that route which would
enable millions of tons of Lend-Lease supplies from Britain and the United States to flood
into the USSR and help her defeat Nazi Germany.
In Chapter II we examined British estimations of the ability of the Soviet Union to resist a
German invasion, which were almost universally in the negative, making the idea that the
British planned the invasion of Iran to create the basis of a long-term supply corridor to
the Soviets rather unlikely.
Chapter IV, a narrative of the major British decisions made in the period from the
invasion of the Soviet Union to the initial invasion of Iran, had very little to say on the
future use of Iran as a supply hub, for the Soviet Union or anyone else. In this case, a lack
of evidence is indeed evidence of lack: supply was simply not a major factor. It is often
rather difficult to prove a negative—that something did not in fact occur—but here the
absence of the matter of supply during the planning sessions for the Iran operation means
that supply could not have been of any significant weight. And, given two separate
requests to discuss and include it, one from the Soviets and one from Churchill himself,
British planners rejected the inclusion of the transit rights demand required to use Iran as
a supply route of any kind. Supply was a postscript to the invasion, rather than its cause.
324
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How then to explain the prevalence of the supply argument as a justification in the postwar literature? For one, the fact of supply turned out to be a far more important event
than the invasion ever was, overshadowing the events of 25 August very quickly in the
historical record. Secondly, the process of opening the Persian Corridor occurred so
quickly after the country’s seizure as to appear to have been tied directly to it.
Though the events in question lie beyond the scope of this thesis, a brief examination of
how the groundwork was laid for the Corridor’s opening should suffice. On 25 August
1941, the very day of the invasion, Lord Hankey’s Committee for the Co-ordination of
Allied Supplies raised the issue with the Chiefs of Staff:
At the present time the only route of access to Russia being used on any
considerable scale is that to Vladivostok but this route may be closed at any
moment by the Japanese. The northern routes [the Arctic convoys to
Murmansk] are exposed to enemy action and to seasonal limitation. It follows
that the Persian routes alone hold out a certain prospect in providing for large
volumes of supplies to Russia in the coming months. At the moment,
however, the quantity of goods they can carry … is negligible. The East Persian
lorry route could be developed to a limited extent by the provision of motor
transport etc….
The above makes clear just how underdeveloped the Iranian road and rail net was at this
time, and the tentative nature of the plans to enhance it. The infrastructure was so poor
at this point that road and rail capacity would have to increase anywhere from three to
ten times in places to meet demand. 325
The Government of India point out however that a limited improvement of
this route, such as has been proposed, would probably lead to heavy pressure
to develop it more fully, and that this would involve strategic considerations of
the highest importance. It is on this issue, namely on the advisability of
departing from the traditional policy of providing for the defence of India’s
north-west frontiers by maintaining a vacuum beyond them, so far as
communications are concerned, that the Government of India desire guidance
from the highest military authority before agreeing to the proposals….
325
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The strategy referred to above—that of maintaining buffer areas surrounding the
approaches to India as a defense of Britain’s most important colony—was many decades
old by this point, and is usually explored in the context of Afghanistan. The particular
implementation explored here is more unusual: the idea of improving Iran’s weak
communications is depicted as a threat, seeing as such improvements would facilitate
rapid penetration through Iran and into India by an attacker.
The Government of India have raised no objection to the development of the
railway though Western Persia. Efforts are now being made to provide a small
number of locomotives and waggons and to improve the capacity of the
railway from Bandar Shahpur to Bandur Shah on the Caspian, but action on a
more considerable scale will be required, if the railway is to be fully
developed… 326
The Committee was already aware of minor actions being taken to improve
communications in the country prior to this meeting, but they were of a very small scale.
As the above meeting demonstrates, the notion of turning Iran into a major supply hub
had not even made it past the committee stage when the Allies invaded.
Even then, at the time of the Committee meeting the Allies did not yet have full control
over the country, needed to implement any sort of plan as sweeping as the remaking of
Iran’s entire road and rail net.

The Shah ordered a cease-fire on 28 August, 327 but

remained in power, with Tehran still under Iranian government control. The Defence
Committee and the War Cabinet took up this issue on 3 and 4 September 1941. 328 It was
only then that Churchill persuaded his colleagues to issue a new set of demands to the
Iranians that included full control of their communications. On 10 September the note
was issued, giving 48 hours to comply. When the Shah did not move fast enough, Allied
troops seized Tehran on the 15th; on the following day the Shah abdicated. 329
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It is in Churchill’s writings and speeches from the exact period in question that one can
see the justifications for the invasion shift from almost the moment it began. We have
already seen his 19 August note musing that it might become awkward if the Iranians did
over the Germans, only for the Allies to then want control over Iranian communications
as well. 330 The day before the invasion (24 August), Churchill wrote to General Ismay that
In view of the threatened Persian plan to effect demolitions on the railway
from the Persian Gulf to the Caspian, what arrangements have been made to
follow up our advance with strong force of engineers and railway repair
parties? What arrangements have been made to construct blockhouses &c. to
guard bridges or deviations? All this ought to have been thought out and
prepared for. How does it stand? 331
To General Wavell on the 26th:
Although we have taken action to expel the Germans, our main object is to
join hands with the Russian and establish a warm-water through route by
which American supplies can reach the Caspian region. Nothing less than this
will suffice. 332
To Stalin on the 28th, now placing the issue of communications above even that of oil:
The news that the Persians have decided to cease resistance is most welcome.
Even more than safeguarding the oil fields, our object in entering Persia has
been to get another through route to you which cannot be cut. 333
He wrote to Roosevelt on 1 September:
The good results which have been so smoothly obtained in Persia put us in
touch with the Russians, and we propose to double, or at least greatly improve,
the railway from the Persian Gulf to the Caspian, thus opening a sure route by
which long-term supplies can reach the Russian reserve positions in the Volga
Basin. 334
330
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The next day (2 September), at a War Cabinet meeting, Churchill
said that Persia was now entirely in our hands, and it was clear that we must
extend the scope of our original demands. It was important that we should
have complete control over Persia during the war, and more especially of the
road and railway communications to Russia. The previous day he (the Prime
Minister) had discussed the best methods for developing the railway systems
in the Middle East, so that they could not only support our Armies but enable
us to increase through traffic to Russia. 335
Churchill summed up the entire venture for the House on 9 September:
The Germans were, of course, busy betimes in Persia with their usual
tricks. German tourists, technicians and diplomatists were busy suborning the
people and Government of Persia with the object of creating a Fifth Column
which would dominate the Government at Teheran and not only seize or
destroy the oil fields, which are of the highest consequence, but—a fact to
which I attach extreme importance—close the surest and shortest route by
which we could reach Russia. We thought it necessary, therefore, to make
sure that these machinations did not succeed. Accordingly, we demanded of
the Persian Government the immediate expulsion of their Teutonic visitors.
When under local duress the Persian Government failed to comply with our
request, British and Russian Forces entered Persia from the South and from
the North in sufficient and, indeed, overwhelming strength.
The Persian Government, having made such resistance as they thought fit,
sued for peace. We must have the surrender into our hands of all the Germans
and Italians who are on the premises; we must have the expulsion of the
German and Italian Legations, whose diplomatic status we, of course, respect;
and we must have the unquestioned control and maintenance of the through
communications from the warm water port of Basra to the Caspian Sea. It is
from this point particularly that American and British supplies can be carried
into the centre of Russia in an ever-widening flow, and naturally every effort
will be made, and is being made, to improve the railway communications and
expand the volume of supplies which can be transported over the existing
British-gauge railway, which has happily only recently been completed and
now requires only large accessions of rolling stock and locomotives to expand
it greatly as a line of supply. 336
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Now the matter of “extreme importance” was the supply route, with the German fifth
column only an adjunct issue, as a threat to that route.
The high-level conversations by Churchill and other senior figures, those that would set
in motion the transformation of Iran into one of the world’s great supply centres, appear
in ever increasing number in September and beyond, nearly every day and sometimes
multiple times in a day; to list them all is impractical. But in Bullard’s Annual Iranian
Report for 1941, a wholly internal memo released months after the operation had come to
a conclusion, the main reason given for the invasion is the need to neutralize the German
colony. 337 The briefest of mentions is given to the supply scenario, on page 14 of the 18page report, noting that “The occupation was necessary, in order to root out the strong
Axis influence in Persia and to establish communications for supplies to Russia”. 338 Even
in the 1942 Annual Iranian Report, delivered in April 1943, its “Security Questions” section
stated that “the rounding up of Persian Fifth-Columnists and Germans in view of their
potential danger to British interests and security has been regarded by the legation as one
of supreme importance.” 339
Other than the very rare exception, conversations concerning supply were hardly being
held even a week before the 25 August invasion date, while British official discussion over
the fifth-column threat occurred before the war and for some time after the invasion. But
as the security threat from fifth-column activities faded into the background as just
another might-have-been of the war, the issues of supply continued to be relevant. From
there, the proximity of the discussions on supply to the invasion itself—indeed, that they
happened even while the invasion was in progress—made it not surprising that those
looking back at the events of late August 1941 would run the invasion together with the
discussions of supply that occurred during and just after it. The confusion was certainly
not helped by Churchill’s application of retroactive continuity to the issue of invasion:
337
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planned all through the summer of 1941 to bring Iran firmly under Allied control and
expel its German guests, within days of the invasion’s launch Churchill was speaking as if
intervention in Iran had always been about supply (“our object in entering Persia has
been to get another through route to you which cannot be cut” 340, for example).
That such a comparatively minor event in the history of the Second World War, involving
as it did only three weeks from invasion to abdication and some few millions of people in
a far corner of the world, is often misinterpreted is perhaps not surprising. Few study the
event directly, and those studying lend-lease, logistics, and other aspects of supply tend
to treat the invasion as an adjunct to those aspects. All it requires for a historian to be off
in their understanding of the invasion’s origins is paying attention to statements made at
the very end of August and early September, rather than analyses made a month or two
prior; this affects their entire narrative, as numerous mistaken secondary works silently
attest to. When it comes to divining the truth behind the importance of supply in the
invasion of Iran, what matters is not what was said in the fall, but in the summer what
was not said at all.
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Thus ended this brief and fruitful exercise of overwhelming force against a weak and
ancient state. Britain and Russia were fighting for their lives. Inter arma silent leges. We
may be glad that in our victory the independence of Persia has been preserved.
—Winston S. Churchill, The Grand Alliance 341
In August 1941, Britain, with the assistance of the Soviet Union, invaded Iran. The British
saw this as a defensive operation, designed to eliminate any chance of a hostile power
gaining control of a strategically vital rear area. At the same time, the operation could
also serve as a strategically offensive maneuver against Germany, placing Britain in a
better position to meet the possibility of a German thrust through the Caucasus and into
the Middle East. As Britain—short of arms, equipment, and manpower—had suffered
numerous setbacks and defeats in the war to date, any chance to take the initiative was
valuable.
The process of planning the invasion of another country, even of a relatively weak
independent such as Iran, is rarely a quick one, especially for a state as burdened with
commitments as Britain was in mid-1941.

The historical record often simplifies the

process for the sake of brevity, but in doing the reader can easily be left with a false
impression of rapidity and consistency in decision-making. Instead, there were numerous
debates over diplomatic pressure, shows of force, and just how much of Iran should be
invaded, if it indeed it should be at all, before a full-scale invasion was at last settled
upon.

No one viewpoint initially dominated, and the British approached the entire

matter with a fair degree of caution: Britain’s weak position mean that even such a minor
operation, against so minor a power, gave its planners pause. The invasion was launched
on 25 August, and the Shah ordered his men to lay down their arms just three days later,
but as we have seen, behind those few days of action lay weeks of complex, halting, and at
times even conflicting planning and discussion.
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This abbreviation of the record is a mistake easily compounded by a tendency to look at
the British government as a single monolithic entity, i.e. searching for what “London”
thought. In reality there were numerous separate bureaus and bodies involved in the
decision-making and planning process for the Iranian invasion: Churchill, the Foreign
Office (as a whole, or further broken down into Anthony Eden and the Eastern
Department), the Chiefs of Staff, the War Office, the War Cabinet, Defence Committee
(Operations), the Middle East Ministerial Committee, the Joint Intelligence Committee,
August’s new Iran Committee, the Government of India, Generals Wavell and Auchinleck,
Stafford Cripps in Moscow, Reader Bullard in Tehran. At some point they all overlapped,
as memos were sent back and forth, but at any given point in time each was often
working on their own, deciding how best to proceed from their own point of view before
sending off their views to the others for consultation. To focus on just one or two of these
bodies is to create a potentially false impression of consensus or concern over a given
aspect.
Lastly, motivation for the launching of the operation has been poorly understood due to
domination of the subject of Iran in the Second World War by American and Iranian
scholarship.

This domination has led to the promotion of erroneous nationalist or

specialist interpretations of the invasion’s origins and Britain’s role in them. For Iranian
authors, a long history of manipulation and control of their country’s sovereignty by
Britain has given rise to a hostile scholarship that perhaps unsurprisingly focuses on the
wrongs Britain inflicted, rather than the difficulties and dilemmas Britain faced in
inflicting them. As for American authors, the story of Iran is the story of supply, of the
Persian Corridor and the vast American logistic effort that brought it into being. How
Iran came to be available for such an effort in the first place has been of distinctly
secondary importance.
Between these three major flaws—inaccurate summations of events or a willingness to
take one part of the story of the invasion’s planning as its whole, a tendency to treat a part
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of the British planning apparatus as its whole, and a penchant for nationalistic
interpretations—we can begin to understand why the historical record is filled with so
many varied opinions regarding the threat in Iran, its scale, and British reactions to it.
The invasion’s muddled genesis has given rise to a thoroughly muddled historical record.
In the Introduction I laid out the major elements authors picked from to explain the
origins of British participation in the invasion of Iran. In brief, they were:
1)

A desire to bring the Middle East solidly under active British control, in
anticipation of a German advance through the Caucasus into that region.

2) Fear of sabotage or a coup by a powerful German fifth column present in Iran.
3) A desire to create a new route for supplies to reach the Soviet Union.
The first two can be loosely grouped together under the category of “imperial interest”:
whether it was dealing with the onrushing Wehrmacht, German saboteurs lurking in Iran,
or a suddenly pro-Axis government brought about a German-backed coup, the primary
motivating factor for intervention was the wish to protect British communications and oil
sources in the Middle East. That Britain had such interests is a simple matter of record: it
only remained in Chapter I to highlight specific details, namely just how far back those
interests went, their degree of importance, and the precedent set by Britain’s very recent
intervention into neutral Iraq in aggressively defending them.
The third element, the desire to supply the Soviets, is also fairly self-contained, and
covered in the previous chapter. The controversies and mistakes surrounding the supply
issue are easy enough to understand, as is the likely manner in which the issue wormed
its way to such primacy in the history of the invasion, despite having next to nothing to
do with it. The reasons for this mistaken impression are not the fault of the British at the
time (except perhaps Churchill); the confusion belongs largely to those who came after.
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What is harder to understand is what may be called the theme of Chapters II and III:
British miscalculation. For instance, we can be amazed today at the notion that the Red
Army—perhaps the most powerful fighting force on the planet in 1945, the force that
defeated the bulk of the German army in years of vicious combat, the force that took
Berlin, held Eastern Europe for fifty years, and served as the strong arm of one of history’s
great superpowers—in 1941 could have been considered so weak that it would likely
collapse in a matter of weeks. Nonetheless, the documentary evidence, from official
memoranda to memoirs written by those at the very highest positions of power, generally
agrees that there was a genuine fear of a Soviet collapse, one that lasted through to the
fall of 1941 at least.
The other seemingly great British miscalculation is the matter of the German fifth column
in Iran.

Though acknowledging the German invasion of the Soviet Union and the

possibility that Germany might break through to the Caucasus and into the Middle East
as the catalyst for the Allied invasion of Iran, L.P. Elwell-Sutton heaped scorn on the
entire fifth-column issue:
British official quarters seemed to have gained a grossly exaggerated picture of
the strength and numbers of German technicians and “tourists” in Persia. If
we may believe Somerset de Chair, the R.A.F. intelligence files in Habbaniya
asserted that there were no less than 4,000 of these gentry in Tehran alone, all
ready to be called into action by telephone at a moment’s notice. Anyone who
has had any experience of the Tehran telephone system will know how
seriously to take that story. 342
Authors that do explore the issue have often used the marked contrast between the
number of Germans claimed present by the Allies and the number actually found after
the invasion to prove that the supposed threat was a mere smokescreen, designed to
mask the Allies’ true imperialist intentions. No precise numbers exist, but once the
country was occupied, anywhere from 600 to 900 German citizens were eventually
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captured by Allied forces ∗. As we have seen, Anglo-Soviet estimates of the number of
Germans in-country were a good two or three times this, and sometimes even higher.
In light of the charges made by authors that the fifth-column element was just a
smokescreen, or a relatively minor factor that took a back seat to issues of supply, it is
worth examining the controversy as a whole. Certainly the number of Germans actually
captured—post-war estimates of which, regardless of the account you favour, never
exceed 1,000—places the argument that there was some sort of existential threat in
serious doubt. After all, in hindsight it seems that the fear of a fifth column had no basis
in reality. Surely British planners thus manufactured the threat as a vehicle to provide
legitimacy to the invasion instead?
Hindsight is a powerful lens through which we can view the past, but the effect can be
blinding. One might simply ask that if British planners and the intelligence personnel
under their command, so skilled at the art of military deception ∗∗, were determined to
manufacture the consent required to invade Iran, then surely they could have come up
with something a little more believable? But there is a more persuasive argument against.
A cynical approach to the British estimates, an assumption that these numbers, so clearly
inflated in hindsight, were deliberately inflated beforehand, only serves to distort the
historical picture. Such an approach ignores the historical context: the fact of sabotage
performed in some of the same areas by German agents in the First World War, and an
Axis-backed coup in Iraq only months before the invasion of Iran. It ignores the years of
investigation into the fifth-column issue the British performed, dating back to years
∗
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before the war. It ignores the large number of internal memos, completely unintended
for any sort of public consumption, which detailed the perceived German threat, the
attempts to determine its size, and the perceived inadequacy of the Iranian government
to face it. And it ignores the definite German propaganda movement active in Iran, with
concrete evidence of its activities in the form of pamphlets, broadcasts, and the like.
None of this addresses the fact that the British—even if we accept their intelligence
estimates as truthful rather than some fanciful, years-long mass deception—were so very
wrong in their analysis. Unfortunately, the answer to why this is does not appear to be
available. The principals involved are long since dead, and what memoirs were written
are silent on the subject. The intelligence estimates coming out of Iran almost never
cited their sources, and on those rare occasions when they were even mentioned it was
usually no more exact than “a reliable source” or “a source from X”. With no scholarly
study having been made of the British intelligence gathering apparatus in Iran, all we
know for sure is that it was in fact inaccurate, consistently so over a several-year period.
Even then, inaccuracy is relative. The charge that the fifth column was a red herring
ultimately derives from the fact that it failed to accomplish much. But for military
planners, a lack of action to date is a dangerous fact on which to base conclusions. Many
thought that the Germans could not move large tank formations through the Ardennes—
until they did it anyways. Following the war the former British Minister in Tehran, Sir
Reader Bullard, stuck to the potential danger from the German fifth column:
H.M. Government were justified in thinking that the vulnerable oil industry in
South Iran, which was essential to the Allied cause, was exposed to risks which
an actively neutral policy on the part of Iran would have eliminated. German
agents already in Iran, or others dropped by parachute as some were in fact
dropped later on, might have done the installations enormous harm; while if
the Shah could have been assassinated (and there is some evidence of a
German plot to that end), a German parachute landing in Tehran might have
swung the Iranian Army over to the side of the Axis. If this, or something like
it, had happened during such a crisis as occurred in 1942, when the Germans
penetrated into the Caucasus on one side and came close to Alexandria on the
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other, Allied interests in the Middle East might have been in the greatest
peril. 343
Even to commit to the notion that the British could not have been in earnest when
producing the estimates they did, because the estimates in question were off by so large a
degree, is to effectively commit to a curious stance—that the British were incapable of
making mistakes.

To make such a claim of British intelligence, an organizational

structure infamous for several mistakes and oversights of far greater impact throughout
the war and after ∗, is especially odd. The British certainly could and did make mistakes.
The failure to understand the true strength of the Red Army was one of these, though as
we have seen, it was a mistake that nearly everyone else made as well, including Adolf
Hitler, who paid for it with his life in the smoldering, shattered ruins of his capital.
Another such error was their inability to produce accurate numbers regarding a hostile
colony during wartime in an out-of-the-way country they had no direct control over.
Neither intelligence failure, seen in its proper context, is particularly surprising.
Ultimately, debating whether or not the British miscalculated is irrelevant, as we must
not consider what was true, but what the British believed to be true. In that regard, an
examination of the record clearly demonstrates a British belief in the near-certain fall of
the Soviet Union in the summer of 1941, and in the danger posed by the Germans nestled
in Tehran to a key strategic area for the British Empire. Rather than stating, as Gabriel
Gorodetsky has, that the expulsion of the Germans was the least significant aspect of the
Iran affair for the British, it is better to say that it was only a part of the larger picture,
which was imperial security and British strategy as a whole. The British, valuing the
Middle East as they did, had no wish to see a hostile power in Iran and in control of its oil
and communications, and were determined to take the steps necessary to prevent it.

343
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incident of British intelligence failure.
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